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Introduction
Many contemporary scholars and policy advocates challenge the
privilegedstatusof marriage,arguing that the state should recognize and
support other familyrelationships.1Historically,this challenge has been
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based on a feministcritique of marriage as a patriarchal institutionthat
oppresses women. But the trend toward greater gender equality in the
formal status of husbands and wives has led recentlyto a more generalized claim that the elevated status of marriage demeans and unfairly
disadvantages other families.2These arguments have been influentialin
the successful movement toward recognition of the marriage rightsof
same-sex couples. They apply as well to the (as yet unsatisfied) demands
by scholars and advocates that other familycategories based on adult
- cohabiting couples and their children, voluntary kin
relationships3
groups,4 polygamists, and multigenerational family groups raising
children- deserve the legal recognition enjoyed by married couples.5
The view thatheterosexual marriage should be an exclusive legal status was grounded traditionally in conventional moral and religious
norms. Cohabiting, polygamous, and same-sex unions were considered
illicit and therefore undeserving of legal protection. As contemporary
moral norms have evolved, however, the historicaljustification for this
exclusive legal status has weakened.6 Recent surveys by the Pew
Foundation and other polling organizations show growing public
acceptance of cohabitation relationships as well as same-sex unions.7
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Some observers suggest that even polygamous relationships are becoming "normalized," pointing to the popularity of the television series Big
Love and SisterWives?Although social acceptance of a broader range of
intimaterelationshipsneed not result in their recognition by the state as
legal families,it is clear that religious and moral sanctioning of nontraditional families has diminished, lowering a barrier to societal recognition
of novel9familygroups.
The transformationin social attitudes creates the possibilityof a
legal regime that fosterspluralism, allowing individuals to pursue their
own vision of the good life in formingfamilyrelationships.On this view,
fundamental notions of autonomy and fairness support the claim that
the liberal state should offerindividuals the freedom to undertake whatever familyrelationships maximize their utilityand then should support
those families equally.10From a social-welfareperspective,however,personal satisfactionis not the sole basis for conferringfamilystatus.11Families serve the criticallyimportantfunctionsof raising children, caring for
elderly persons, and otherwise satisfyingsociety's dependency needs.
Only relationships that fulfillthose functions adequately are likely to
attain legal status as families. But a puzzle remains: Why, in an era of
social tolerance, have novel familycategories,12withthe exception of gays
and lesbians seeking marriage rights,failed to attain legal recognition?
The answer to this question turnson the effectsof substantialuncertainties thatimpede the pathwayto legal statusfornovel familyforms.
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This Article develops an informal model to illustrate those uncertainties as well as solutions to the possible obstacles they create. The
uncertaintiesbegin with questions the parties themselveswill have about
the viabilityof their novel relationship, but they also include public
ambivalence and the skepticism of lawmakers about the quality of the
novel group's relationships. The discrete challenges facing an aspiring
familyare a function of three conditions that we label novelty,social
We describe a hypotheticalgroup consistisolation, and nonverifiability.
of
two
adult
men
and
two
adult
women in a polyamorous relationship
ing
who are initiallyuncertain whether their familyform can succeed in
maintaining a long-termcommitment to mutual care, interdependency,
and formal equality. In addition, even as a few such successful families
evolve, at firsttheyare likelyto be socially isolated, lacking the necessary
affiliationswitheach other to forma mutuallysupportivenormativecommunityand to pursue their goals of public acceptance and legal recognition. Finally,these aspiring familiesface regulatoryuncertainty:The state
will lack the informationneeded to verifythe acceptable functioningof
the novel class as a precondition to licensing individual families.
Uncertaintyin each of these dimensions contributes to a lack of
confidence (on the part of the aspiring familymembers themselves,the
larger social community,and, ultimately,the state) in the durabilityand
effectivenessof novel relationships to fulfillfamilyfunctionsadequately.
Yet, high levels of uncertaintyhave been resolved successfullyin other
contextsthrougha process of collaboration in which trustin the relationship and confidence in a successfuloutcome develop incrementally.This
raises the question whether collaborative processes can also address the
conditions that impede the legal recognition of aspiring families. Here,
we draw on successful collaborations in commercial settingsto describe
in a stylizedmanner an evolutionary,multistageprocess through which
the novel group can obtain the rightsand obligations of legally recognized families.13Initially,by formingcollaborative agreements,the parties
can build trustand confidence in both the qualityand durabilityof their
relationships.14Further,by affiliatingin networks,isolated novel families
can build a normative community that can provide support, facilitate
social awareness and acceptance, and overcome political obstacles to
attainingtheir legal objective.15Finally,through an iterativeprocess, the
infraPartIII.A, theyare
as distinct
13. The stagesare presented
but,as discussed
tooverlap
likely
substantially.
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state can develop confidence in the capacities of the novel familycategoryto fulfillfamilyfunctions.16
The model sheds light on both the success and failure of two
contemporary aspiring family groups in securing legal protection for
their relationships. First,it illuminates the process through which samesex couples have attained marriage rights.17These couples seeking official recognition of theirfamiliesfaced the uncertaintieswe describe, and
we argue that the movement toward marriage equality has roughly
tracked the evolutionaryprocess we model. In the early period, despite
public opprobrium, same-sex couples entered committed relationships
thatwere often maintained secretly.18
But the AIDS crisisand the lesbian
boom
clarified
the
of
baby
vulnerability these familyrelationships,19
spurthe
formation
of
a
ring
powerfulnormativecommunityand a networkof
advocacy groups aimed at gaining public acceptance and legal protection.20Legal recognition of familystatus has then proceeded through an
iterativeprocess as regulators and the public have gained confidence in
the quality of committed same-sex relationships.Second, the model suggests why cohabitation relationships as a class have failed to attain
protected family status.21Here the sorting problem is acute because
cohabiting couples are a heterogeneous categorywith diverse goals and
expectations for theirrelationships.This heterogeneity,togetherwiththe
defining decision not to marry,impedes the creation of networksand

16. See RonaldJ.Gilson,CharlesF. Sabel8cRobertE. Scott,Contract
and Innovation:The Limited
RoleofGeneralist
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legalprotections
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sends a confusing signal about the nature of cohabiting unions.22Moreover, the state has not found an effectivemeans of distinguishingthose
cohabiting partners who are committed to assuming long-termfamily
obligationsfromotherswho are not.
Finally,the model predicts the course (though not the success) of
other novel families seeking legal recognition. Individuals in polyamorous, multigenerational,and voluntarykin groups may perform family
functionsand aspire to the legal status of established families.23In our
society,these groups are trulynovel in the sense that theyare not dyadic
unions modeled on marriage. They face the uncertainties of novelty,
isolation, and nonverifiabilityto varyingdegrees, and, in order to succeed, each group must overcome its own set of challenges. For example,
like same-sex couples, polyamorous groups are likelyto confrontpublic
hostility,but they also face the challenge of creating and enforcing
understandings among multiple parties sufficient to sustain wellfunctioningfamilies.Voluntarykin groups are diverse and face the challenges created by heterogeneity.In each case, the model suggests the
impediments to legal recognition and how they might be overcome
throughthe various collaborative processes we describe.
At the outset,it may be helpful to make a fewclarifyingpoints. This
Article's approach is primarilydescriptive and predictive, rather than
normative.We recognize thatAmerican law places primaryresponsibility
for satisfyingdependency needs on privatefamiliesand assume that this
"neoliberal" approach is likelyto continue.24In our view,the assumption
of greater responsibilityfor dependency by the state would enhance
social welfare, but the Article does not directlyaddress this important
policy issue. We also assume that families based on marriage likelywill
continue to enjoy broad public support and a privilegedlegal status,and
to be viewed as embodying qualities associated with satisfactoryfamily
functioning.The goal is to explore under what conditions and through
what mechanisms other familycategories that embody those qualities
could attain a similarstatus.
The Article proceeds as follows. Part I describes demographic
changes in American families and in public attitudes over the past half
to
unionswhileotherscohabitspecifically
arein marriage-like
22. Somecohabitants
ofcohabitafunctions
See infraPartIII.B (discussing
avoidfamily
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LawReview)
Columbia
generally
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centurythat have created the possibilitythat other familyformscould be
accorded the legal status and resources that marriage enjoys. After
describing the useful social functionsof families,Part I argues that marriage is likelyto continue to qualifyfor special treatmentbut that other
groups successfullyperformingfamilyfunctionscan also aspire to similar
recognition.
Part II develops an informalmodel that describes predictable obstacles to legal recognition and a multistagecollaborative process by which
a hypotheticalaspiring familymightovercome these obstacles. Successful
collaborations mature into contracts for mutual care and support with
enforceable obligations that define relationshipsin termsof the maintenance of familyfunctions.As these commitmentsbecome widelyobservable, a collaborative networkformsamong aspiringfamilies:A set of emerging social norms reinforcesthe stabilityof those relationships,and the
families and their leaders signal the quality of their relationships to the
larger society,increasing awareness and acceptance. Ultimately,the state
verifiesthat familyfunctionsare performed adequately and extends formal recognition through a collaborative process that certifiesthe novel
familycategory.
Part III firstshows that the still-evolvingprocess that has led a grownumber
of states to grant marriage rightsto gays and lesbians is coning
sistentwiththe predictions of the collaborative approach. It then turnsto
cohabitation and explains how the model developed in Part II sheds light
on the failure of cohabitants to gain substantiallegal protection. Finally,
Part III examines the unique uncertainties facing other novel families,
including polygamous and voluntary kin relationships, and brieflyaddresses the question of legal recognition for groups assuming more limited familyobligations. Part III concludes that collaborative processes
designed to build confidence and trustbetween the familymembers and
with others (including the state) offerthese and other aspiring families
the means to resolve uncertaintyand ultimatelyattain legal recognition.
I. Marriage and the Special Legal Status of Families
As the public has increasinglycome to accept nonmarital families,
the claim of marriage criticsthat the law should recognize and support a
broader range of familieshas become more compelling. This Part briefly
sketches these social changes. It then explores the key social functionsof
families,as well as the qualities of relationships that performthese functions well and are likelyto qualifyfor legal recognition. It examines the
privileges,benefits,and obligations that currentlyare assigned to marriage and predicts that, although many contemporary marriages fall
short,marriage as a categoryis likelyto continue to provide the template
for well-functioningfamilies for the public and lawmakers alike. The
analysis also leads us to conclude that other relationship categories that
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function satisfactorilyto fulfillfamilyfunctions qualify to receive the
same level of support and societal resources.
FamilyChangeand theEvolutionofSocialAttitudes
The question that thisArticleaddresses- under what conditions and
throughwhat means might the law recognize novel families is the subject of serious discussion only because of dramatic changes in family
demographics and social attitudes over the past half century.Until the
1960s, both the law and entrenched social norms prescribed heterosexual marriage defined by ascribed gender roles as the only acceptable family form.25Much has changed since that time. To begin, the proportion
of families based on marriage has declined. A recent Pew surveyfound
that barelyfifty
percent of American adults were married, the lowest rate
ever reported.26Meanwhile, the percentage of couples livingtogetherin
nonmaritalunions has increased steadily,as have the number of children
born to unmarried mothers, often cohabiting (at birth) with their children's fathers.27As a result of the increase in nonmarital families and
their relative instability(as well as higher divorce rates among married
couples than in earlier generations), more children live in families that
include their mothers,new partners,and step and half siblings. Gay and
lesbian couples also live together and raise children in a way that was
uncommon fiftyyears ago. And as the traditional nuclear familyhas
become less prevalent,multigenerationalgroups, in which grandparents
assistwithchildcare and adult children care for theirparents, have taken
on new importance.28Less often highlighted but also a part of the picture of familydiversityin the earlytwenty-first
centuryare other nonconjugal families made up of relativesor groups of unrelated adults, sometimescalled voluntarykin.29
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The factors contributingto these demographic changes have been
much discussed30and are not of central importance to our analysis.What
is important is the generally tolerant public response to these social
developments. Recent polls indicate that most adults in this countryhave
positive or at least neutral viewsabout a broad range of families,expressing accepting attitudes toward nonmarital couples with (and without)
children and same-sex couples.31 In many states, a majorityof citizens
endorse same-sex marriage.32Younger adults are more accepting of nonmaritalfamiliesthan their elders,33suggestingthat attitudesmay become
increasinglytolerant over time. In a 2010 poll, only unmarried women
having children withouta partnermet withrespondents' disapproval.34
This account oversimplifiessomewhat how the public views novel
intimate relationships.To be sure, tolerance does not extend to all relationships. Polygamy,for example, continues to be subject to public censure; fundamentalist Mormons and other religious groups practicing
polygamy have generally been viewed as pathological, arousing public
alarm about the sexual coercion of young girls.35Certainlyless controversial, but also less familiar,are nonconjugal voluntarykin groups, which
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thus far have attracted little public or political attention.36Nonetheless,
the recent demographic changes, together with more accepting public
attitudestowarda range of families,raise the possibilitythat other groups
besides married couples mightgain legal recognition as families.
B.

The QualitiesofWell-Functioning
Families

Given that our project is to explore whether novel familycategories
mightattainlegal recognition,we must answer a thresholdquestion: Why
are families so special, and what are the qualities of adult relationships
thatare likelyto functionadequately as families?
In contemporary society, a broad public consensus supports the
proposition that (at least some) family relationships have substantial
social value and should enjoy a special legal status. The reasons for this
consensus are straightforward.
As many scholars have noted, families do
the importantwork of satisfyingsociety's dependency needs.37 Families
care for dependent children, prepare them for citizenship,and educate
them to be productive members of society.38Families also assume
responsibilityfor responding to members' physical and emotional needs
created by illnesses, disabilities, old age, and the ordinary stresses of
life.39Not everyfamilyprovides necessaryor adequate care to its dependent members, of course, but collectivelyfamiliesperformextraordinarily
valuable social functions. The state assists families in performingthese
functionsby providingkey services and financial subsidies,40by recognizSee LawComm'nof
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and law-reform
groupshaveshownsomeinterest.
kingroups);see also infraPartIII.C.2
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ing intimate family bonds, and by defining family rights and obligations.41Family members performingtheir roles responsiblysave societal
resources that otherwisewould be expended in providing adequate care
for children and for elderlyand disabled persons.42Even if the state were
to assume a far greater responsibilityfor satisfyingsociety's dependency
needs as many reformershave advocated, familieswould continue to play
a criticalrole.43
Many individuals and groups may assume the burden of caring for
others,but not all will attain legal recognition as families.Biological relationship is neither a necessary nor a sufficientcondition for protected
legal status.44The nephew who resides with his aunt and uncle while
attending college and assistswithbabysittingis not in a "family"relationship that is acknowledged by law- though his co-residents are.45What
then are the qualities that identifyadult affiliationsas familyrelationships? In our view,a contemporaryfamilythat is based on adult relationships embodies several key attributes:a demonstrated commitment to a
long-termemotionallyintimateaffiliationin which the parties usuallylive
togetherin a relationship of relativeequality; the assumption of responsibilityfor mutual care (and the care of children or other dependent family members); financial interdependence; and the understanding that
members' welfare is prioritized above that of others.46Family bonds are
built on trustthat enables each member to relyon others to fulfilltheir
roles and to "be there" in good times and bad. The nephew in the examNation'sPoor Childrenand Families(2006) (discussing
Clare
safety-net
programs);
FailuretoFlourish:
HowLawUndermines
55-80(2014)
Huntington,
Family
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currentpolicyas inadequateand proposing
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pie is not in a familyrelationshipwithhis aunt and uncle because the coresidency arrangement is time limited as are any mutual obligations of
the parties. The core qualities we have identified- a demonstrated,longterm commitment and the assumption of mutual care and financial
- increase the likelihood that
responsibility
familyrelationships will be
stable and sustainable and can be relied on to fulfillthe importantfunctions of satisfying
dependency needs.
C.

Marriageas an EnduringFamilyForm

Although it would seem that other groups that embody the qualities
of well-functioningfamilies might qualify for legal recognition and
protection, marriage continues to be the sole legal familyaccorded full
legal protection. This section describes the legal attributesof marriage
that aspiring families do not (but might wish to) enjoy. It then briefly
reviews the critiques of contemporary law by scholars and advocates,
many of whom challenge the continued utilityof marriage. We conclude
that despite its deficiencies,marriage seems likelyto retain its protected
status;this is so because lawmakersand the public continue to view marriage as a relativelywell-functioning
familyform,a viewwithsome empirical support.
1. Contemporary
Marriage as a PrivilegedStatus. - Marriage is a
relationship defined by legal rightsand obligations that do not apply to
other families.47Marriage confers tangible financial benefits and privileges, including social-securitysurvivor benefits, estate-tax exclusions,
and health-insurancebenefitsfor governmentemployees, as well as the
opportunityto protect property from creditors.48Married couples are
also granted rightsand privileges based on the presumed closeness of
theirrelationship,such as surrogatedecisionmaking authorityand inher-
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itance rights.49Further,as advocates for LGBT rightshave argued, marriage as a legally privileged familyform carries intangible value beyond
its tangible benefits.50Married couples also have legal obligations to one
another that are not imposed on members of nonmarital families.By virtue of marital statusspouses cannot unilaterallydisinheritone another,51
laws applied at divorce52each spouse has
and under property-distribution
a right to share in earnings and propertyacquired by the other during
the marriage.53
To be sure, nonmarital families are not deprived of all legal and
constitutionalrights.54But these groups are disadvantaged as compared
to families based on marriage in many ways that can undermine their
functioning.Adults in self-identifiedfamilies can contractuallyassume
financial obligations to one another, but otherwise no familial rightsor
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under
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duties inhere in their relationships.55Moreover, these relationships
receive little support or recognition from the state; they do not receive
social-securityspousal benefits,estate-taxadvantages, inheritance rights,
or (usually) health-insurance benefits.56Further,although the parentchild relationshipreceives substantiallegal protection,57the relationship
betweenunmarried parents does not.58 The dependent parent has no
claim to alimony or a share of her partner's propertyif the relationship
ends, even though these financial awards redound to the benefit of the
children. Unmarried parents also have no inheritance rights;children in
nonmarital families may have to share a parent's estate with a more distantrelativenot livingin the household.
Scholars and law-reformadvocates have sharply criticized the elevated legal statusof traditionalmarriage and argued for legal protection
of other familyrelationships.The LGBT marriage-equalitymovement has
offered the most prominent and successful challenge, of course.59But
other reformershave argued that a broad range of nonmarital familiesincluding single-parentfamilies,unmarried couples and their children,
and adults in nonconjugal relationships- should be accorded legal parity
withmarriage.60Finally,a fewscholars have explored the social and legal
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response to polyamoryand tackled the challenge of designing a regulatoryregime forpolygamous relationships.61
The contemporary critique has shifted somewhat from the wellestablished feministargument that marriage is a hierarchical,patriarchal
institutionthat oppresses women to a broader challenge based on principles of liberty,equity,and equality.62Many criticstoday focus primarilyon
the deficiencies of marriage63and on the harm to nonmarital familiesof
privilegingmarriage and withholdingits benefitsfromother groups that
fulfill family functions.64Other scholars argue that the liberal state
should support a broad range of familyoptions, allowing individuals to
pursue theirconception of the good life.65
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A general theme emerges from these critiques: A wide range of
diverse familiesfunction (at least) as well as different-sex
marriage, and
the exclusive legal privilegingof marriage can no longer be justified.The
various critiques accept the social value of familiesbut challenge the
notion that traditional marriage warrants the special status that it has
long enjoyed.66
2. The DurabilityofMarriageas a FamilyForm.- Even though fewer
couples choose marriage today,67and many contemporarymarriages do
not embody qualities of stabilityand mutual care,68substantialevidence
supports that marriage continues to be widely regarded as a wellfunctioningfamilyform. Public attitudes toward marriage are positive;
most individuals,even in nonmarital families,aspire to marriage.69More66. A fewscholars
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over,courts and legislatureshave often invoked marriage as the template
for evaluating the claims of parties in nonmarital familyrelationships
that their affiliationsshould qualifyfor legal benefits.70It is not surprising perhaps that advocates seeking legal protection for these relationships emphasize theirsimilarityto marriage.71
The empirical evidence also indicates that families based on marriage, even today,tend to embody the qualities earlier identifiedas contributingto satisfactoryfamilyfunctioning.In general, spouses are much
more likelyto share income and propertythan are cohabiting couples.72
Moreover, despite the relativelyhigh divorce rate, marriages tend to be
more stable than informal familyrelationships; that stabilitytranslates
into advantages for children in educational attainment, social adjustnotseethepossibility
ofa strong
financial
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ment,and other measures of well-being.73
Although manyfactorscontribute to the differences,including substantialselection effects,some of the
benefitsaccruing to maritalfamiliesinhere simplyin the stabilityof marriage itself.74
Scholars have argued that the relativestabilityof marital familiesin
part is a function of legal and normative influences on the behavior of
spouses that support the bond between them. The formal commitment
undertaken by couples entering marriage is not casual; it typically
involves the ceremonious assumption of mutual obligations.75Marriage
can be set aside only through the formal legal process of divorce, which
even today carries high social and legal costs.76But beyond its formal
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legal structure,marriage is embedded in informalsocial norms that prescribe expectations for spousal behavior and underscore its nature as a
familyrelationship defined by long-termcommitment.These norms are
internalized, therebyreinforcingtrust,and are also enforced externally
through informal sanctions.77Although the norms regulating marriage
functionimperfectlyin contemporarysociety,78
theytend to support marital commitment by guiding spouses' behavior in ways that strengthen
relationships and deter behavior that may have a destabilizing effecton
the relationship.
In sum, marriage occupies a secure status as a legally recognized
family with broad public support. Moreover, although marriage has
become both less common and less stable in modern times,the weightof
the evidence is that marriage as a category continues to fulfillrelatively
well the functionsthatjustifyits protected legal status.
D.

to OtherFamilies
ExtendingStateBenefits

The fact that the law confers deference and societal resources on
marriage does not mean that the privilegedstatusof this traditionalfamilyformshould be exclusive.In a liberal society,fundamentalprinciples of
autonomy support a state policy that promotes pluralism and provides
opportunities for individuals to form family relationships that bring
happiness and satisfytheir needs.79 Moreover, the current social climate
makes such a pluralist approach feasible. But while autonomy values
argue for expanding choice beyond traditional legal boundaries, socialwelfare concerns predictablywill be invoked to justifyrestrictingfamily
status to those relationships that are likely to fulfillthe legitimate state
interestin reliablysatisfyingdependency needs. Legal privilegingof famitheColumbia
LawReview).
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lies absorbs resources that are not available for other social purposes:
Estate taxes not paid by survivingspouses, for example, are lost to the
federal treasury.Nonetheless, this allocation of resources is justified
when an aspiring family group fulfillsthe socially valuable functions
identifiedabove, therebyrelievingthe state of part of its collective obligation to care for dependency. In sum, while not all claimants warrantspecial familystatus,groups that care adequately for members' dependency
needs and have the qualities of commitment,durability,and emotional
and financialinterdependence deserve legal recognition and support.
On occasion, lawmakers have acknowledged this point. Legal benefitsare sometimesextended to adult de facto relationshipson the basis of
their similarityto marriage.80 Courts have also recognized de facto
parent-child relationshipsin situationsin which an adult has functioned
But despite
in a parental role foran extended period in a familysetting.81
of gays
the
success
of
of
a
diverse
tolerance
families,
range
general public
and lesbians in gaining access to marriage representsthe only discernible
trend toward elevating the legal status of a category of nontraditional
families.
This presentsa puzzle. In a societyin which the public accepts family
diversityand acknowledges the importance of families to individual and
collective welfare,what explains the legal inertia? Are there particular
conditions that impede legal recognition of nonmarital families? The
answers to these questions can shed light on whysome nonmarital families have failed to obtain legal protection despite more tolerant social
attitudes.
II. A Collaborative

Model of the Evolution of Novel Family Forms

This Part seeks to explain the legal inertiaand to specifya process by
which aspiring familygroups might attain their goal. We develop an
informal model that describes a multistage collaborative process by
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which novel familyformscan achieve legal statusas families.The analysis
begins with the premise that the state appropriately grants legal privileges and benefits to families because these groups supply important
social goods for which the state would otherwise be responsible.82Part
II.A shows that, owing to the effectsof uncertaintyabout whether novel
familygroups satisfythis criterion, the parties face challenging conditions thatimpede theirprogress towardgaining legal recognition as families. In Part II.B, the uncertaintyis resolved in the model through three
stages of an integratedprocess, each of which is defined by a formof collaboration. Collaborative engagement in the development of novel commercial relationshipsprovides exemplars of how these impediments have
been overcome in other contexts. This analysis illuminates the mechanisms parties use to make credible commitments to each other, signal
those commitmentsto others,and engage withthe state in verifyingtheir
compliance withestablished norms.
A.

ConditionsImpedingtheLegal Recognition
ofNovelFamilyRelationships

Consider a group composed of two men and two women who have
developed close emotional and sexually intimate relationshipswith one
another and wish to live togetheras a single familybound by a long-term
commitment to mutual support, interdependency, and equality.83The
group plans to pool earnings and property,and to have children and
care for them collectively.Will this group face conditions that impede
their effortsto secure the rightsand obligations currentlybestowed on
marital families?This thought experiment yields the prediction that an
will confrontthree significantobstacles on
aspiring polygamous family84
the path to legal recognition.
The firstchallenge this group faces is relational uncertaintyor novelty:Familyrelationshipssuch as these are experimental, and even close
emotional bonds are not predictive of whether the group will function
well as a family.Lacking models of similar relationships that have succeeded in formingfamilies, the individual members of the polygamous
does notchallengethatmarital
82. ThisArticle
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privilege
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family will be unsure whether their affiliation will be durable and
whether the trustand confidence that support long-termcommitment
will develop. A second difficultyinheres in the fact that novelty also
implies idiosyncrasy.In the initial stage, there are few other polygamous
familieswith similar aspirations with whom to share experiences. Thus,
even if theycan develop the means to create the necessary trustin each
other's capabilities, a polygamous familymay be socially isolated, lacking
a communityof similaraspiringfamilies.The nature of theirrelationship
will also be unfamiliar to the public, which may view this novel family
withsuspicion- and perhaps hostility.85
This isolation quite obviouslycreates a daunting obstacle to recognition at the level of practical politics,86
but it also means that aspiring polygamous families are not (or are only
weakly) integrated into the larger normative community that defines
expectations forfamilybehavior.
A final problem stemsfromthe need to persuade the state to extend
legal recognition to polygamous families as a recognized familyform in
exchange for their readiness to assume familyresponsibilities.The state
faces a serious informationdeficit in evaluating whether this new categoryof familyhas the qualities thatjustifyspecial legal treatment.This is
because familyfunctioningis largelyprivate,and the durabilityand adequacy of the novel group may be hard to assess. Thus, state actors face
informationalbarriers in sorting groups deserving of familystatus from
other groups thatmay seek the privilegesand resources allocated to families but fail to create the welfare benefits the state requires.87 The
discussion that follows argues that in combination these conditions
impose significant obstacles to effortsby a hypothetical polygamous
familyto secure legal-familystatus.
- To some extent,the problem of
1. TheProblemofRelationalNovelty.
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dence in their respectiveabilities before theycan make credible commitments to undertake the demanding roles required. Although some
people report having a love-at-first-sight
experience when theymet their
futurelife partners,more typicallythe process of findingsatisfactoryand
lasting familyrelationships is one of experimentation and adjustment.
Commitmentis usually tentativewhen relationshipsare new, and it grows
over time unless or until one or both of the parties realizes that the relationship is unsuccessful. Moreover, the parties may differin their intentions and investment in the union. Each hopes that the prospective
partner will be a trustworthyand competent caretaker and that
emotional attachmentswill mature and endure. But only through experience can parties evaluate accuratelywhether their relationships embody
the qualities thatdefine successfulfamilies.88
The level of uncertaintyis significantlygreater when individuals,
such as those forminga polygamous family,experimentwithnovel family
forms. Aspiring families are by nature experimental: The parties lack
exemplars to guide them in familybehavior and must adapt and adjust
their roles and interactionsover time as they seek to fulfillfamilyfunctions in uncharted settings.89
Some formsmay workbetterthan others to
needs
satisfydependency
reliably.The individuals forminga polygamous
for
will
be
uncertain whethermultiple adults in a conjufamily, example,
will
function
to care for one another and their chilgal group
effectively
dren in stable, committed relationships.Increasing the number of adults
beyond a partnershipof two individuals adds complexityto the relationship; withcomplexitymay come a greater potential for exploitation, conflict,or alliances within the group- all of which might contribute to
instability.90Even if these risks are never realized, the evidence of
whether a novel familyform is viable can only be acquired through
extended experience. Only when the heightened level of uncertaintyis
substantiallyresolved can the parties determine that their polygamous
familyhas the caring qualities and the enduring character that the socialwelfarecriterionrequires.
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2. Social Isolation: The Absenceof AssociationalBonds and Public Acceptance. Even if the adult members of a polygamous familygain confidence and trustin one another as a functioningfamily,other challenges
remain. In the earlyperiod of its evolution, the isolated novel familytypically lacks a communityof similar families; this creates two problems.
First, the polygamous family must rely solely on its own members'
commitmentand resources for success. The absence of a broader social
group leaves the polygamous familywithout the benefit of friends and
neighbors who offersupport and enforce behavioral norms,91important
sources of stabilityfor marital families. Moreover, even as their numbers
increase, success in the political arena is unlikely unless polygamous
families affiliateand form an interest group (or groups) dedicated to
achieving their shared political goal of attaininglegal recognition. Without such coordination, polygamous familiesmightfulfillfamilyfunctions
well, but theywould stillbe likelyto retain their outsider status.In short,
the novel familyfaces the challenge of overcoming isolation and creating
a networkof familiescapable of developing group norms and mobilizing
political action to gain support forthe group's legal recognition.92
Successful mobilization poses daunting challenges for novel families.93Due to polygamous families' separation from society,the public
initiallymay be unaware of the group's existence and later may find their
familyrelationships to be strange and unfamiliar.Public awareness is a
necessary (but not sufficient)condition forlegal recognition. But even in
an era of more tolerant public attitudes,growing public awareness may
engender skepticismor hostilitybased on assumptions that polygamous
families will not function adequately as families, that they may harm
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dependent members, or that they are engaging in immoral behavior.94
Thus, the aspiring familycategory faces the challenge of demonstrating
to the larger community that they are faithfullyperforming family
roles- a difficulttask given that families function largely in the private
sphere. Further,the anticipation of a hostile public response may inhibit
the inclination of these families to publicize their familyrelationships.95
But if theyare "closeted," polygamous familieswill find it more difficult
to gain public acceptance as well-functioning
families.
Public ignorance or skepticism about the qualities of an aspiring
familycategoryundermines the prospect of legal recognition.96Although
the relationship between public attitudes and legal reformin the realm
of civil rightsis complex,97some level of public tolerance and receptiveness is (and has been) a predicate to the willingnessof political actors
and courts to confer new family rights.98Moreover, a community of
94. The testimony
in thecongressional
fortheDefenseofMarriage
Actin
hearings
1995wasrepletewithallegations
thatgayrelationships
wereimmoral,
and
promiscuous,
harmful
to children.
of Rep.Barr)
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ofself-centered
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polygamous familiesthat is separated fromthe larger societylargelylacks
the benefit of the normativeframeworkregulating familybehavior that
generallystabilizes and supports those families that already enjoy social
recognition."
3. The Verifiability
Problem
. - Even afterpolygamous familiesdevelop
the trustand confidence to sustain their mutual commitmentsand affiliate with similar families in pursuit of public acceptance and legal
recognition, the state confrontsa severe informationproblem in verifying the petitioning groups' family functioning. Predictably, not all
relationshipswill qualifyfor the legal subsidy that is conferred on traditional families,and even groups that have attained social acceptance may
have a relational form that imposes latent riskson vulnerable members.
The state has an independent interestin determiningwhethernovel family categories seeking recognition function safelyand successfullyfor all
family members, an interest that may require a greater depth of
knowledge than is needed to attain public acceptance.100Accurate information is particularlyimportant because legal recognition, once conferred,may be difficultto withdraw.But the inherent privacyof family
functioning poses a classic information problem: State actors making
decisions about conferringfamilystatus may have difficultydiscerning
whether polygamous families as a categoryfulfillthe functionsand possess the qualities that make familyrelationshipssociallyvaluable.101Many
of the tangible qualities that characterize successful familygroups, such
as financial interdependence and mutual care, involve behaviors that are
same-sex
wouldhaveseemedfanciful
to mostpeople.See infra
riagebetween
partners
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evolution
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tofullintegration
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not readilyobservable to thirdparties. Moreover,intangible qualities that
define families,such as long-termcommitment,loyalty,and equality,are
difficultto evaluate in the absence of express promises or reliable proxies. Thus, distinguishingwell-functioningfamilycategories fromexploitative or less stable affiliationsposes a challenge for state actors, who may
have difficultygetting reliable evidence about the nature of claimants'
relationships.
B.

TheEvolutionTowardLegal RecognitionThroughCollaboration

1. TheElementsofCollaborative
Behavior.- Our social-welfarepremise
implies that the state will limit legal recognition to those categories of
aspiring families that can overcome the impediments caused by relaWhile the possible
tional novelty,social isolation, and nonverifiability.
means of coping with these conditions are overlapping and interrelated,
for analytical purposes they can be separated into three highly stylized
evolutionarystages: (1) individuals (exemplars of the novel familytype)
form and successfullymaintain families, (2) the individual exemplars
formassociational bonds thatfosterdurable group norms and enable the
collective to pursue the acceptance and support of the community at
large, and (3) the state acquires the informationabout the particular
context in which a novel familytypefunctionsto certifyits entitlementto
legal-familystatus.
Our model uses exemplars from commercial contexts to show how
each of the uncertainties that impede the recognition of novel family
formscan be resolved by processes that we loosely describe as collaboration.Collaboration refersto a set of behaviors designed to pursue a common objective that can only be achieved through the combined effortsof
more than one partywhen the prospect of success cannot be determined
until aftereach partymakes investmentsin the relationship. Parties who
collaborate commit to sharing private information,adjusting iteratively
to the new informationacquired from others, and relyingon informal
norms as the means of motivatingeach party to invest in the relationship.102This technique builds trust in each party's commitment to
cooperate in pursuing substantivegoals as well as confidence in the abilityof the other(s) to performtheirundertakingscompetently.103
Aspiringfamilies,such as our polygamous family,can use collaborative techniques to respond to each of the three challenging conditions
thatwe have identified.At the firststage,joint collaborations between (or
among) individuals aspiring to form polygamous familiesbuild the trust
102. RonaldJ.Gilson,CharlesF.Sabel8cRobertE. Scott,Contracting
forInnovation:
VerticalDisintegration
and Interfirm
109 Colum.L. Rev.431, 446-48
Collaboration,
Sabel& Scott,
forInnovation];
Charles
F.Sabel,A
Gilson,
(2009) [hereinafter
Contracting
inRoutines,
Real-Time
Revolution
inTheFirmas a Collaborative
106,110-13
Community
Heckscher
8cPaulS. Adlereds.,2006).
(Charles
103. Gilson,
Sabel8cScott,
Braiding,
supranote14,at 1402-04.
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and confidence needed to overcome the unique uncertaintycaused by
relational novelty.Collaborative agreements interweave formal commitmentswithinformalnorms in waysthat respond to the uncertaintyinherent in the process of experimentation.At the second stage, collaboration
enables isolated polygamous families to overcome collective-actionproblems and associate withother similarfamiliesin developing group norms
and forming networksin pursuit of their goals of public acceptance.
Finally,at the thirdstage, collaboration between an aspiring categoryand
the state facilitatesjoint action to mitigate the risk of harms that otherwise may impede certificationof the familyclass. At each of these evolutionary stages, the key collaborative behaviors of informationsharing,
iterativeadjustment,and informalenforcementare common elements.
The discussion that followsshows how collaboration in the world of
commercial contractinghas facilitatedeffectiveresponses to the conditions of relational novelty,social isolation, and nonverifiability.
These
contribute
to
an
extended
of
how
a
novel
analogies
example
familyform
can evolve from individual aspiring families that successfullydevelop
mechanisms to ensure mutual care and support for theirmembers, to an
associational networkthat signals its identitywith the larger normative
community,and finallyto a legallyrecognized group throughverification
and certificationby the state that members of the successful group are
able reliablyto fulfillfamilyfunctions.
as a Means ofCopingwithUncertainty
. - We
2. Collaborative
Contracting
begin with this question: How can a polygamous family(of two men and
two women) form a durable familywithout prior experience with one
another or with the familyform, and without normative guidance tailored to the form?104
The parties understand the functions of families
and have general goals for their affiliation.But because of the noveltyof
their relationship and the dearth of similar familyexemplars, the prospect of a durable commitmentfor ongoing support, care, and nurtureis
highly uncertain. At the outset, none of the aspiring familymembers
knows whether making an enduring commitment is the best means of
pursuing his or her best interests.For this reason, the parties cannot
specifywith any confidence a set of defined obligations that will achieve
their goals for the relationship. In short, at the outset there is not only
uncertaintyabout whether particular individuals can form these durable
commitmentsbut also uncertaintyover whether the form itselfis one in
which the functionsof familiesare fulfilledsatisfactorily.
a. A CommercialAnalogue: CollaborativeContractingin an Uncertain
World.- An analogue existsin the commercial realm to thisvexing probandequaliscommitted
toloyalty
104.Recallthatourhypothetical
family
polygamous
malecannotuse hierarchical,
Thus,thisaspiring
family
ityamongall adultmembers.
See supranotes83-84
fortheirrelationship.
dominated
polygamous
groupsas a template
thisArticle's
text(introducing
andaccompanying
hypothetical
describing
keyassumptions
.
family)
polygamous
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lem of relational uncertainty. Because of the increasing pace of
technological development in the contemporary global environment,
commercial actors sometimes need to find partners to share capabilities
in pursuing a project that can only be defined and ultimatelydeveloped
Traditional modes of contracting often
through their joint efforts.105
offer no solution to the contracting problems these parties confront.
Facing these conditions of relational uncertainty,commercial actors
innovate, searching for partners capable and willing to engage in
ongoing collaborations.106These innovative "collaborative agreements"
have become an essential part of doing business in the contemporary
commercial environment.107
In a number of industries characterized by rapid technological
development, conditions of high uncertaintyhave led to collaborations
where both parties' skillsand commitmentto cooperate are necessary to
achieve success.108In settingsas diverse as the pharmaceutical industry
and manufacturingsupply chains, parties have come to realize that the
feasibilityof many projects can only be determined byjoint investmentin
the production of informationto evaluate whethera project is profitable
to pursue.109An example is the research collaboration between a large
pharmaceutical company with expertise in bringingnew drugs to market
and a smaller biotech firmwith innovativetechnology.The collaborative
agreement aims to explore the feasibilityof jointly discovering and
developing a novel pharmaceutical product.110The common feature of
these regimes is a commitment to joint exploration: The contract regulates only the commitmentto collaborate and not the course or the out105. See FrancineLafontaine& MargaretSlade, VerticalIntegration
and Firm
Boundaries:
The Evidence,
45 J. Econ.Literature
629,649 (2007) (suggesting
hold-up
forlong-term
and thoseproblems
are
problem"clearly
pose[s] problems
contracting,
involatile
exacerbated
environments").
106. Fordiscussion
ofthelegalmechanisms
thatsupport
thesearchforpartners
capable and willingto engagein a collaboration,
see Alan Schwartz
& RobertE. Scott,
Precontractual
and Preliminary
120 Harv.L. Rev.661, 676-80
Liability
Agreements,
(2007).
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in Gilson,Sabei8cScott,Contracting
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102,at472-89.
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work,
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contracting.Id. at441-42.
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agreements
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seeGilson,
Sabei8cScott,
contracting,
Braiding,
supranote14,at 1439-44.
110. See, e.g., Research,Development
and LicenseAgreement
BetweenWarnerLambertCo. and Ligand Pharm.Inc. 2 (Sept. 1, 1999) [hereinafter
Warneravailable
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Lambert/Ligand
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come of the collaboration, which is entirelyunspecified. That means any
effortto enforce this agreement in court is limited to protecting each
party's promised investment in the collaborative process rather than
directinga division of any surplus that might result if the collaboration
succeeds.111Thus, neither partyhas a rightto demand the performance
that the parties imagine may resultfroma successfulcollaboration. If the
parties cannot ultimatelyagree on a final objective, they may abandon
the collaboration.112
- The abilityof any party
b. KeyElementsof Collaborative
Agreements.
to exit the collaboration raises a central question: What knits the
collaborators' effortstogether? After all, unless the parties can make
credible commitmentsto investin the relationship,the project will never
get off the ground. Studies of these commercial collaborations provide
answers to this key question.113In brief, the collaboration rests on a
governance structurethat, over time, creates confidence in the capabilities and trustin the character of the counterparty.Trust and confidence
are extremelyvaluable commodities: Not only do they motivate each
party to invest in the relationship, but they also make the prospect of
abandoning the relationship in order to collaborate with others much
less attractive.114
The governance of these commercial collaborations shares several
common elements. The firstelement is a commitment to an ongoing
mutual exchange of private informationdesigned to determine if a project is feasible and, if so, how best to implement the parties'joint objectives. The second component is a procedure for resolving disputes. Its
key feature is a requirement that the collaborators reach unanimous
agreement on crucial decisions, withpersistentdisagreement resolved by

111. See,e.g.,Eli Lilly& Co. v.Emisphere
Techs.,Inc.,408 F. Supp.2d 668,696-97
to
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unanimous agreement at higher levels of management fromeach firm.115
Together, these two mechanisms make each party'scharacter traitsand
substantive capabilities observable and forestall misunderstandings.
Working under conditions of uncertainty,the parties can expect to encounter unanticipated problems that can only be solved jointly and that
may generate occasions of disagreement. Their increasing knowledge of
each other's capacities and theirwillingnessto share privateinformation
in service of their collective goals facilitate the resolution of problems
and constrainopportunisticbehavior.116
This arrangement is distinctivelylimited in its goals, functioning
only to allow the parties to learn about each other's skillsand capabilities
for collaborative innovation and to develop jointly the routines necessary
to pursue a desired objective. But, importantly,the collaborative agreement does not commit either partyto develop, supply,or purchase any
product or service. Rather,the object is to discover two thingsabout the
counterparty:How well does the counterpartycooperate, and how capable are theyat workingjointly toward the ultimate goal? In this way,the
governance structureprovides the environmentin which trustand confidence can grow: In effect,collaborative contractingendogenizes trustby
formalizinga process that builds parties' confidence in one another and
thereaftersupports investmentsin their joint objectives based on the
trustcreated. The evidence indicates that, if the collaborative process is
successful, the uncertainties that existed at the outset of their dealings
are resolved through accrued experience, giving rise to traditional
contractualstatementsof obligation and remedy.117
115. See, forexample,the Warner-Lambert/Ligand
Agreement,
supranote 110,
thatall decisions
arebyunanimous
voteand disagreements
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c. CollaborativeContracting
in theFamilyContext.- The collaborative
contractingmechanism is ideal for experimentation (1) in an effortto
achieve a goal that none of the parties can accomplish on his or her own
and (2) where the parties are unwilling,owing to uncertaintyabout the
viabilityof the collaboration, to commit in advance to a sustained investment in the relationship. These two conditions characterize the challenge facing parties desiring to establish novel familyrelationships.Consider again a hypotheticalpolygamous family.As in the commercial context,these parties face uncertaintyabout the viabilityof the venture they
aim to undertake: It is unclear whether this (or any other) polygamous
familyrepresentsa stable and enduring model for fulfillingfamilyfunctions satisfactorily.
Moreover,novel relationshipssuch as this are not supported by strong social norms defining behavioral expectations and
encouraging long-termcommitment.
Under those conditions, the goals of this aspiring familycan be furthered through processes that are analogous to the kind of collaborative
agreements that have proved useful in commercial contexts. To be sure,
the sources of relational uncertaintyare somewhat different,and the
formof the agreement among individuals in a novel familygroup is likely
to differfromthe commercial counterparts.A major differencebetween
commercial collaborative contracts and their nascent familial counterparts,for example, is the form of the governance arrangement that creIn
ates the environmentwithinwhich trustand confidence can grow.118
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In both the commercial and familialcases, however,the enforceable
commitmentis limited at the outset to the obligation to collaborate on
effortsto pursue the parties' mutual goals.120A polygamous familycommits to pursue an objective- long-termmutual care and support of each
other and other dependents in their household - under circumstances
where they are uncertain about the ultimate success of the relationship
(or even the specificformthat it may take). As noted above, the resulting
agreement forms the basis for building trust as the foundation of a
committedfamily.These collaborative agreements do not impose obligations to share propertyupon the dissolution of the relationship; the parties' uncertainty about the success of the collaboration makes such
precise commitmentsinfeasible. What then are the enforceable obligations of the familyaspirantswho do commit to collaborate? By analogy to
the commercial context,each partyis free to abandon the relationshipat
any time without facing any legal consequences. However, the initial
commitment implies an enforceable obligation of family fidelityand
loyalty during the period of ongoing collaboration.121On this basis,
evidence that one of the parties was pursuing another familial relationship during the collaboration or selfishlyappropriating shared resources
gives rise to an enforceable claim for the value of any investmentsthat
injured parties have made in reliance on the commitment.122
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Family collaborations have both disadvantages and advantages relative to their commercial counterparts.Family relationships do not lend
themselvesto the kind of hierarchical structurethat motivatesconsensus
in the business setting,where higher levels of management review disputes. On the other hand, the coresidency of aspiring familymembers
and their abilityto monitor one another closely push the parties toward
consensus and reinforce the collaboration in ways that establish trust.
Moreover, the personal nature of the informationshared by each party
creates the potential for reputational harm if that informationis later
disclosed, making abandonment costly.123
Not all collaborative contracts creating familial obligations will be
successful; some parties' relationships, and perhaps some relationship
forms,may simplynot develop into stable interdependent familygroups.
But in those relationships that do mature, understandings among the
members of the polygamous familywill become more complete through
accrued experience as time goes on.124In thisway,the polygamous family
will move beyond collaborative agreements to enforceable understandings about their performance obligations.125Thus, just as parties in the
pharmaceutical industryundertake formalagreements for drug development on the basis of information attained during the collaborativecontractphase, so too may a polygamous familyin a collaborative family
relationship reach formal understandingsabout propertysharing,financial support,and obligations forchild care. Again, as in the collaborativecontract phase, these agreements may be understandings implied from
conduct based on duration, shared duties, and other objective proxies
thatarise over time in cohabitation relationships.126
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In this firststage of collaboration, the evolutionary process can
result in an aspiring polygamous familybound by (usually implied) contract to provide each member mutual support and care, with provisions
for the assignmentof responsibilitiesand for the distributionof property
rightsupon termination.Over time, one would expect to find a number
of aspiring polygamous families livingin committed,contractuallybased
relationships.
toa SociallyIntegratedCollaborative
3. MovingfromIsolatedCollaborations
Network.- Even as a number of polygamous families establish stable
familyrelationshipsbased on contract,other challenges remain. How do
isolated polygamous families coordinate to overcome collective-action
impediments and ultimatelybecome integrated into the larger social
community?The process that leads firstto association among polygamous families and then to integration serves two functions. At a pragmatic level, coordination is necessary for the novel familyto begin the
process of pursuing its political goals. Isolated polygamous families are
unlikely to attractpublic attention, gain acceptance, or effectivelycommunicate their identityas successful families. The formation of associations among aspiring novel families also facilitatesthe development of
shared social norms and enables these polygamous families and their
agents to signal collectivelytheir identitywith the larger social community.127Integration into the broader normative community further
reinforces socially approved behavior and the stability of evolving
relationships.128
a. NormativeIntegrationin Common-Purpose
Communities
: The Case of
CollaborativeNetworks.- Again we turn to the commercial context to
provide an analogue for how familyaspirants can resolve the problem of
social isolation and forma coherent communitywithcollective goals and
shared norms. Commercial parties in particularindustriesformnetworks
(or informalalliances) in order to enhance mutual collaboration in an
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bers in pursuit of their individual business ventures.129These networks
are not aided by formal association (although individual members may
execute bilateral contracts) but are linked informallyby cooperative
norms. Research by organizational sociologists shows how shared norms
evolve and successfullycontrol opportunism and other noncooperative
behaviors in these networkseven as new membersjoin the networkand
othersdrop away.130
A business networkconsists of a number of independent firmsthat
enter a pattern of collaboration designed to achieve the benefitsof cooperation without formal integration.131Of particular interest for our
example are networksconsistingof a cluster of firmswhose membership
shiftsover time.A useful exemplar is the tech transfernetworkconsisting
research entity (inventor), a number of biotechnology
of a university/
companies, large pharmaceutical firms,and venture capital firmsjoined
by theircommon interestin the development of therapeutic compounds
to cure disease.132These diverse entities share a desire to resolve uncertaintyover the challenges they face collectively.To a large extent, networkenforcementof these interpartyunderstandingsis purelyrelational,
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relyingon a combination of reputation,repeated dealings, and tit-for-tat
reciprocity.133
What are the factors that cause these biotechnology networks to
form and then sustain themselves?In the context of rapid technological
development, research breakthroughsare so broadly distributedthat no
single firmhas all the capabilities necessaryfor success. Research to produce further technological advances requires collectivecollaboration
designed to pool the broadly dispersed informationof a large number of
firms.134
Thus, periods of rapid change stimulatea varietyof collaborative
behaviors aimed at reducing the inherent uncertainties associated with
novel products or markets through the sharing of private information
that benefitseach firmin its own pursuits.135
Despite the absence of formal rightsand obligations internal to members of the network,the evidence suggests that the forces that govern cooperation are durable, with
trustand cooperation increasingwithparticipationin the network.When
there is recognition of common interestsand a high probabilityof future
association, parties are more likely to cooperate and willing to punish
defectors.136
Cooperation is a continuing strategyrather than a one-shot
networks
use a reputation for cooperation and trustworthicalculation;
ness as a guide to future interaction.137At the level of the network
community,there is a kind of mutualism or normativeintegration.This
community-levelmutualismis both self-maintainingand self-enforcing.138
b. NetworkCollaborationand NormativeIntegrationofNovel Families.The research on collaborative business networksofferslessons about how
novel polygamous families can overcome their initial isolation, affiliate
with similar groups with compatible norms, and over time develop and
signal their identitywith the larger community.The key elements in successful networkcollaborations are (1) the pursuit of a shared purpose
through exchange of private information,(2) the collective recognition
of the value of individual collaborators' performance, (3) the adherence
to norms of cooperation that advance the collective purpose, and (4) the
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capacityof outsiders to gain membership in the networkby developing a
The presence of these elements in successfulnetprosocial reputation.139
work collaborations supports the prediction that as polygamous families
evolve, theywill form social networksaround their common intereststo
advance theirpurpose of attainingsocial and legal recognition.
In the case of novel families,these networkcommunities predictably
emerge in response to the uncertaintiesassociated with their shared vulConsider how a communityof
nerabilityas social and legal "outsiders."140
polygamous families might evolve from the collaborative-contracting
stage discussed above. As the number of familiesincreases, theybecome
aware of similar aspiring families with common interestsand relational
patternsas well as a common purpose of obtaining social acceptance and
legal recognition. They also understand that informal affiliation (and
ultimatelyformal organizations) can provide social support and reinforcement of their own relationship goals and assist them in attaining
their social and political goals.141Today, this process likelycan be facilitated by the Internet,which provides a low-costmeans to connect and
The emerging communityis
interactwith other polygamous families.142
reinforcedby interactionsand informationsharing that are more extensive and frequent than relations with others outside the community,to
whom polygamous familiesremain outsiders.143
Theory and evidence fromother settingspredict that as a networkof
polygamous families forms and mobilizes in pursuit of their common
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lated polygamous families sought to establish through collaborative conThe normative structureof the networkthus serves the dual
tracting.145
functionsof stimulatingthe emergence of norms of cooperation in relation to one another as well as reinforcingcommitmentnorms in individual families. These norms of family fidelityare powerful behavioral
regulators, reinforced through expressions of approval and informal
sanctions such as gossip, shaming, and exclusion.146They are also durable because theyenhance the willingnessof members of the community
to collaborate to achieve theircommon purpose.147
The final step- the normativeintegrationof novel polygamous families into the larger social community and their acceptance as fully
functioning families- is one that is less well understood. Among the
theories that have been offered,the literatureon social movementsoffers
insights about this process, at least as applied to some aspiring family
categories.148Prominent legal scholars have analyzed identity-basedsocial
movements, in which individuals in legally disadvantaged groups have
organized in pursuitof public acceptance, political recognition,and civil
rights.149The marriage-equalitymovement, for example, is part of a
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larger social movement by gays and lesbians to attain equal citizenship.
As William Eskridge explains, collective action was stimulated by the
designation of sexual orientation as a legally salient traitand source of
discrimination.150
Although collective action by aspiring families is the foundation of
their normative integration into the larger society,theory suggests that
committed leaders, or norm entrepreneurs, will play a key role in
mobilization to attain public acceptance.151These networkleaders facilitate normativeintegrationby creatingorganizational contextsfor coordinating people and resources and by developing strategiesto utilize the
media and other outlets to spread informationabout the successfulfunctioning of polygamous families.152Given that the ultimate goal of the
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polygamous-family
group is legal recognition,and that some level of public acceptance is a predicate to attaining that goal,153it seems likelythat
norm entrepreneurs in this context will organize formal interestgroups
and use legal tools in pursuit of the community'sgoals. Predictably,lawyersoftenwill performthe functionof norm entrepreneurs.154
Scholars studyingcultural change shed furtherlight on the socialintegration process, documenting how outsider groups, once affiliated,
can signal their identitywith and become assimilated into the larger cultural community.155
The theoryof identitysignaling developed by economists studyingchanging social behaviors seems to fit the evolutionary
process by which novel families become integrated into the larger sociResearchers have studied how cultural conventions and behaviors
ety.156
function as symbolsof identity,communicating aspects of individuals or
groups to others in the social world.157Normative behaviors gain meanis a keystrategy
ofsocialmovements.
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ing, or signal value, through theirassociation withgroups or similartypes
of individuals. The normativeidentitythat polygamous families or other
novel families signal is based on their familyrelationships of long-term
commitmentto mutual care and support; thus, the essential elements of
The societyat
this identityare similar to those of established families.158
families
successful
commitment
norms
with
established
associates
large
and comes to recognize that polygamous families successfullyperform
familialfunctions,although their behaviors and identitymay not mirror
This process of identitysignaling is
preciselythose of marital families.159
advanced in part by advocates (and perhaps litigationstrategists)who, by
servingas norm entrepreneurs,accelerate the process of social change.
As the cohort of novel families grows,public awareness of their identity
a cascading
increases as well, and if the identitysignaling is successful,160
process of changing social attitudesfollows,culminating in public tolerance or acceptance.161
Research on the mechanisms that produce social change also aids in
formulatingpredictions about this last phase of norm integration.Jonah
Berger documents a process of change occurring when an idea, cultural
view, or attitude spreads contagiously through continuous observation
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and word of mouth.162This happens typicallywhen the idea is associated
with images or narratives linked to "high-arousal emotions" such as
anger or love163and when the behavior is observable and public.164Identitysignaling by novel familiescan have thiseffect.For example, consider
the narrativesof committedgay and lesbian couples, oftenwithchildren,
that became familiarduring the campaign to extend marriage rightsto
these couples.165Berger's research suggests that these positive images
may have played a key role in generating relativelyrapid changes in public attitudes.
The process of identitysignaling does not proceed seamlessly: It
imposes costs on polygamous families,especially in the earlyperiod. Successfulsignaling and normativeintegrationdepends on families' willingness to sacrifice some privacy,as public familiarityand acceptance can
only happen if polygamous families are open about their relationships.
To varyingdegrees, identitysignaling exposes the familyto the risk of
negative public reactions,ranging fromcuriosityand skepticismto hostility and outrage. For some novel families (including polygamous families), the costs are likely to be high, including the risk of criminal
sanctions for living together as families.166
Predictably,aspiring families
will be reluctant to incur onerous costs. In this situation, some exogenous shock that increases costs on continuing their closeted lives may
serve as a catalyst,motivatingnovel families to bear the initial costs of
living openly.167Over time, as the public becomes familiar with the
nature of novel familyrelationships, the hope is that acceptance grows
and hostilitydissipates.
*

*

*

Although our model proceeds in three discrete stages for analytical
purposes, the collaborative process through which polygamous families
seek to gain public acceptance overlaps substantiallywith the group's
effortto attain legal recognition. First,as discussed earlier,novel families
162. See JonahBerger,
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and their advocates pursue their legal goals in part by signaling their
identitywithestablished families,assuring the public about the qualityof
their relationships. Second, as discussed below, regulators are likely to
extend legal protectionsthroughan incrementalprocess that allows state
actors to gain informationabout the aspiring familycategory.The incremental extension of legal rightshas feedback effectsthat also contribute
to public familiarityand acceptance, while at the same time minimizing
backlash that mightfollowfromfull recognition of unfamiliargroups.168
Moreover,legal recognition in itselfpowerfullysignals legitimacythat,in
turn,contributesto growingpublic acceptance of novel families.169
ProblemThroughCollaborative
4. ResolvingtheVerifiability
Regulation.
to Guard Against UncertainRisks.- Even if the
a. Legal Certification
novel familycategorygains social tolerance or acceptance (and success is
certainly not guaranteed), the state independently has an interest in
verifyingthat these groups will function effectivelyfor all members
before it certifiesthe categoryas a legal family.But here the state faces a
significantinformation problem: Family behavior is private and thus
resistseffortsto verifythe quality of familyfunctioning,especially when
(as with polygamous families) there is little by way of historical experience. Some typesmay appear to perform familyfunctionssatisfactorily;
however,they may create latent risks that affectsome members but are
not immediatelyapparent. For example, polygamous-family
groups may
members
to
care
and
to
harmoniously,but exsupport
provide
appear
difficulties
reveal
over
time
maintaining equality norms
might
perience
and avoiding exploitation.170(Indeed, it is plausible that groups lacking
the qualities of well-functioningfamiliesmight organize to pursue social
acceptance and legal recognition through fraudulentmeans, a stratagem
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that time likelywould reveal.171)Time might also reveal that conjugality
serves a key bonding function for unrelated adults and, as a
consequence, multigenerational and voluntarykin groups may turn out
to be fragile, therebyjeopardizing dependent members.172To be sure,
these particular risks may not materialize, but the general point is that
the state will demand sufficientinformation to mitigate latent risks as
part of the process of determining whether a novel family category
should receive familystatus and the societal benefitsand resources that
follow.173
The networkof polygamous families,in turn,has an interestin
providing informationthat assures the state that this category meets the
state's expectations forfamilyfunctioning.
Several challenges may arise. Some aspiring groups may deserve
legal recognition as fulfillingfamilyfunctionsbut be difficultto evaluate
because theyare based on unconventional commitmentsor appear to be
continuing the process of evolution. Other groups may face unusual
political obstacles, despite their apparently effectivefunctioning, that
impede full recognition as families. Thus, the state must seek to understand the context in which the aspiring familygroup functions;in doing
so, lawmakers are likely to proceed with caution, perceiving that once
rightsare extended, theywill be difficultto withdraw.For some groups,
an iterativeprocess may be appropriate: one in which the legal rightsand
responsibilitiesare assigned incrementally,allowing the state to monitor
familyfunctioningover time in the process of certifyingfamilystatus.174
For other aspiring family categories, particularlythose that are truly
novel, a collaborative approach may also require joint effortsby the state
and the group to establish a standard consistingof best practices that are
policed informallyby the networkitself.
b. An IterativeApproach.- The state can verifyand certifythe family
status of an aspiring family type in several ways, including judicial
recognition on constitutionalgrounds, state legislativeenactments, and
administrativeregulation. For some familygroups, such as cohabiting
171. Severalreaders
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suggested
Forexample,
fundamentalist
could
story.
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publicopinionbymasking
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couples or (perhaps) multigenerationalgroups, the risk of exploitation
and instabilitymay be relativelymodest because the aspiring familyis
modeled on a familiarform. For these groups, full familystatus can be
attained through a straightforwarditerative process, with rights and
obligations extended to the group incrementally.175Through this
collaborative process, state actors acquire informationinformallyabout
the quality of the familycommitmentsover time, allowing the state to
For
verifythat family functions are being performed satisfactorily.176
some
a
status
with
if
creates
the
state
relationship rights
family
example,
and privileges,it can acquire informationcomparing dissolution rates to
divorce rates.177Moreover, the iterative process may have a feedback
effect,with the limited familystatus expediting public acceptance of the
novel group as "real" families.Eventually,the state's monitoringfunction
recedes as the new familycategory stabilizes and ultimatelyattains full
legal recognition. This iterativeprocess provides greater certaintyfor the
parties and for third parties dealing with the new families and enhances
the privacyand freedom of individual members of the recognized categoryto pursue theirrelationshipgoals withoutexternal monitoring.178
u
. - For
c. JointMitigationofRisks Through BestPractices"Collaboration
novel groups that pose substantial informationaland/or political challenges, the state may require a more formalcollaborative process in conjunction with an iterativeapproach. For polygamous-familygroups, for
example, uncertaintyis high because there are no models for family
behavior or tested responses to the possible risks that may arise from
certificationof the group. In this case, the state may turn to a more
interactivecollaboration to enunciate and enforce "best practices" that
mitigate those risks. Here, the goal is to encourage common effortsby
the polygamous families themselvesto create binding commitmentsthat
minimize the riskof perceived harm.
Once again we invoke a commercial analogue - one that at first
blush may seem quite remote from the realm of novel families. Leafy
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green vegetables pose particular risks because they are often eaten raw
and, today, often sold in "salad mixes" that mingle greens picked in
different locations, thus expanding the possibilities for crosscontamination.179Following an outbreak of illness, California designated
an authorityto establish safetystandards or "best practices" for the farms
from which member handlers buy.180These standards require growers
and processors to identify hazardous control points and report the
measures undertaken to mitigate the hazard.181Inspectors from the
California Department of Food and Agriculturemonitor compliance,182
but the ultimate sanction for noncompliance is suspension or withdrawal
of a recalcitrantmember's right to use a service mark, and thus temporaryor permanent exclusion fromthe industryis enforced informally.183
The success of this "best practices" approach offersa regulatoryprototypefor the mitigationof harms from legal recognition of some categories of novel families where a more formal process of information
sharing and monitoring is warranted. Such a collaboration has four key
elements: (1) creation of a formal association of aspiring families in the
high-riskgroup, (2) information exchange between the group (or its
representatives)and the state to establish best practices, (3) monitoring
by the state to ensure that the group complies with those practices, and
(4) informalenforcementby the association through shaming or exclu179. Gilson,Sabei& Scott,Contract
and Innovation,
supranote16,at 211-12.All
actorsinthefoodsupply
chainhavean interest
inprotecting
theirmarket
a
bydeveloping
thatreducethechancesforcontamination
and limititseffect.
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as theprotector
ofpublichealth,
hascomplementary
interests.
Id. at212-13.
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sion.184In the case of polygamous families, risks that might attend the
recognition of multiple-partyfamily types include the exploitation of
minors and other "minority"interestsor harms caused by instabilityof
the family relationships. Problems such as these can be addressed
through a collaborative process in which the aspiring families provide
informationto the state about the context in which theyfulfilltheirfamilyfunctions,the familiesand the state collectivelyestablish benchmarks
that embody their expectations for the support and care of all family
members, and the families collectivelyseek to promote compliance with
the benchmarks.185
Through mechanisms such as this, the state, as it incrementallyextends rights,can certifywell-functioningfamilycategories
subject to a regulatoryscheme tailored to their needs but serving the
general goals of facilitatingwell-functioningfamilyrelationships. Thereafter,as with marriage, deference to familyprivacywill translate into
minimal state involvementfor any individual familythat is licensed, so
long as the familyis intact.
d. The LicensingofIndividual Families. - Once a novel familytype is
certified,a registrationor licensing system,analogous to marriage licensing, would provide a means bywhich individual familiesin the novel type
can obtain formal status. A set of simple, clear rules can be used to
authorize licensing of all families that qualify under the certified
category.A registrationprocess has a number of benefits: It provides
public acknowledgment of qualifying family categories, signaling that
recognized relationships fulfill important social functions. Further,
registration embodies commitment in a concrete form, reinforcing
norms.186Licensing is also a means by which the
family-commitment
legal obligations and rightsthat attend the statusare clearlydefined and
assigned, providing securityand certaintyto familymembers through
postdissolution enforcement with modest administrative and judicial
For example, if formalfamilystatusconferson polygamous famicosts.187
lies a rightto share propertywithother familymembers, registrationpermitsindividual familiesto avoid difficultproof problems that are likelyto
Registrationreduces the riskthat
accompany contractual enforcement.188
and Innovation,
184. See Gilson,Sabei& Scott,Contract
supranote16,at 210-13
ofCalifornia
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fourelements
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framework.
tory
socialnormsbyresolving
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186.The publicsignaloffamily
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thecommunity
mayhavehadaboutthenature
tainty
facewhenthey
coststhatregulators
avoidserrorand administrative
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It
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informal
of
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claims
seektoevaluate
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protects
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individually
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See infra
rights).
privacy.
difficult
188. See Scott,ImpliedContracts,
supranote 126,at 332-37 (describing
contractual
enforce
to
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in
informal
faced
seeking
by
partners
proofproblems
s FatalFlaw,
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Ellman,Contract
Thinking]
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exploitative individuals will succeed in enjoying the benefits of family
relationships while avoiding reciprocal obligations (as sometimes happens in informalunions).189Finally,and importantly,a formal licensing
process protects familyprivacyby avoiding intrusiveinquiries to determine whetheran individual familyembodies the qualities thatjustifyfamilystatus,another cost that informalfamiliesmust bear.190
*

*

*

One challenge to the proposed iterativeapproach is that the evolutionaryprocess towardfull legal protection could have the effectof limiting the options for familyformation if fullylicensed families supplant
other less comprehensive forms. In this vein, marriage critics have
expressed concern that same-sex couples will be channeled into marriage
as an exclusive status that crowds out other formsof legal protection.191
This risk must be acknowledged, but, as suggested below, the iterative
approach is not necessarily incompatible with policies of recognizing
more limitedfamilyrelationships.192
contract
todecideissuesrelatedtointimate
(arguing
analysis
inappropriate
relationships,
division
ofproperty)
.
including
189. Ellman,
Contract
LawInstiThinking,
supranote188,at 1370-73.TheAmerican
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in additionto othertypically
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III. From Theory to Practice: The Way Forward for New Families
The model developed in Part II describes in stylizedterms the discrete stages of an evolutionaryprocess by which novel familygroups can
use collaborative techniques to overcome the uncertaintythat otherwise
impedes legal recognition.This Part turnsto real-worldcontextsin which
are largely
the stages of relational novelty,isolation, and nonverifiability
how the
Part
III.A
shows
delineated.
overlapping and thus less sharply
couand
lesbian
movementtowardrecognition of marriage rightsforgay
in
ples has successfullydeployed collaborative strategies an evolutionary
process that is broadly consistentwith the model described in Part II.193
Part III.B examines, in contrast,the somewhat puzzling failureof families
based on informal cohabitation to attain legal recognition. We suggest
that the complexity and variety of these relationships pose daunting
information problems that have inhibited collaborative affiliation,
normative integration, and legal recognition. Part III.C focuses on
relationshipsnot involvingdyadic intimatepairs, including polyamorous,
multigenerational, and voluntary kin groups. These aspiring family
groups cannot be measured as readily against the template provided by
marriage. Thus, they pose more complex governance issues than does
the standard two-partyunion, and that may create challenges for the
state in evaluatingfamilyfunctioning.The collaborative frameworkdeveloped in Part II highlightsboth the challenges and the opportunitiesthat
these trulynovel familyformsface in achieving a legal status.
A.

: FromOutlawtoMainstream
Same-SexFamilyRelationships

The modern historyof gay and lesbian familyrelationshipsconforms
roughlyto our account of how a novel familycategoryevolves from outsider status to full integration and legal recognition.194Through the
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1980s and well beyond, many (perhaps most) gays were closeted,195hiding their sexual orientation and intimate relationships from family,
friends,and colleagues to avoid harsh social and legal sanctions.196But
even in this hostile environment, couples cohabited in long-term
unions197and developed clear understandings of their mutual obligations.198Same-sex couples in committed relationships began to execute
contracts to formalize their understandings regarding propertysharing,
support, inheritance, and related issues.199Over time these couples and
their advocates, motivated by a common goal of attaining respect and
legal protection for their relationships, increasingly formed networks
This movement
through theirsocial, political, and religious affiliations.200
contributed to greater openness about sexual orientation, stimulated
media interest, and increased public familiaritywith- and acceptance
of- same-sex familyrelationships.In recent years,advocates have sought
and won legal recognition of these unions through an incremental pro-
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RawStory
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cess, culminatingin the largelysuccessful (and ongoing) effortto obtain
marriage rights.
- Throughout the twentiethcentury,
1. Contractand Commitment.
gays and lesbians faced intense public animus. Until quite recently,polls
showed that most Americans thought same-sex intimacywas immoral;201
social and religious conservativesin the 1980s even suggested that AIDS
was God's punishment for sinful behavior.202Some states had criminal
antisodomystatutesaimed at gays,until these laws were ruled unconstitutional in 2003.203Discriminationin employment,housing, and education
was rampant, and gays and lesbians received little protection under
antidiscrimination laws.204Unsurprisingly,in this environment many
LGBT individuals chose not to publicize their sexual orientation or their
intimate relationships,a stance that in many settingsprevailed into the
twenty-first
century.
Despite this hostile climate, many gays and lesbians found partners
and cohabited in stable unions in the last decades of the twentiethcentury.205
Functioning in isolation from the larger society,and often from

and
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family,friends,and colleagues, same-sex couples constructed their relationships in a highly uncertain environment in which they lacked legal
protection and often social support. The evidence suggests that many
same-sex couples had clear understandingsof theirmutual obligations to
care for and support one another and to share income and property.
Despite stressesunfamiliarto straightcouples, these couples were able to
sustain stable relationshipson the basis of these understandings.206
Some
in
communities
their
couples
supportive
signaled
marriage-like commitment to one another through wedding ceremonies207even though
neither regulatorsnor (often) familyrecognized theircommitments.208
The understandingsof same-sex couples in committed relationships
during this period can be seen as analogous to collaborative agreements
in the business setting.These earlycohabitation agreements were experimental endeavors worked out under conditions of high uncertainty.In
this environment,collaborative commitmentsserved to guide normative
behavior and to build the trustand confidence that reinforcescommitted relationships. But even couples who exchanged marriage vows well
understood that their commitmentswere not legally enforceable. By the
1990s, however,courts began to apply equitable remedies in cases where
one partnerhad exploited the other in a grosslyunfairmanner. Thus, for
example, some courts imposed constructivetrustson propertyheld in
legal titleby one cohabitant where the other had invested large amounts
on improvementsin reliance on the relational understanding.209These
judicial responses resemble the limited enforcementof collaborative contractsby courts seeking to deter blatant cheating on the commitmentto
collaborate.
Over time, as the collaborative model predicts,210
some cohabiting
to
execute
formal
couples began
agreements creating mutuallyenforceable propertyrights.Although courts firstenforced agreements between
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cohabitantsin the 1970s,211fewearlycases involved same-sex couples. But
by the 1990s, courts began to enforce contractsbetween gay and lesbian
partners that specified mutual financial obligations and understandings.212Indeed, cohabiting same-sex couples probably were (and are)
more likelyto execute formal contracts than their straightcounterparts
because contractingprovided the only means by which same-sex couples
could secure some of the rightsand obligations that automaticallyfollow
frommaritalstatus.213
. - By
2. PoliticalAction
, and NormativeIntegration
, Public Acceptance
the 1980s and 1990s, the number of lesbian and gay families increased,
and the need for legal protection and political advocacy became more
pressing. Scholars agree that two developments during this period- the
AIDS epidemic and the lesbian baby boom - motivated social and political actions that had far-reachingconsequences.214A criticallyimportant
element of this process was the formation of networksby couples and
advocates aiming to promote the rightsof couples in same-sex relation-
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ships, in part through strategies that increased acceptance of gay and
lesbian familylife in the larger society.215
The AIDS epidemic was a traumatic,exogenous shock that played a
powerfulrole in triggeringthe process of social and legal reformbecause
it provided stark evidence of the vulnerabilityof committed same-sex
relationships when partners were required to engage with society's
institutions.First,AIDS patients who lost their health insurance because
theywere too ill to work were not eligible for familycoverage on their
partners' plans.216Moreover,when gay and lesbian individuals contracted
AIDS (or, indeed, any serious illness or disability217),
their partners frewere
from
in
treatment
decisions, acting
quently
prevented
participating
as proxy medical decisionmakers, or even from planning funerals and
memorial services, often despite decedents' express wishes.218Surviving
gay partners had no inheritance rights; in the absence of a will (and
sometimes even with one), parents, siblings,and even more remote relatives acquired the deceased partner's property.219
In response to the
of
and
their
the
and
lesbian
plight patients
partners,
gay
communityralin
that
reinforced
its
and
an energized
lied, uniting ways
cohesiveness,
of
advocates
mobilized
to
assert
same-sex
corps
legal
couples' rights.220
The AIDS crisis effectivelymotivated collective action and provided a
foundation for a powerful interestgroup aimed at gaining protection of
same-sex couples' familyrights.Despite the onerous cost of livingopenly,
the stakes had become sufficiently
high that more couples were willingto
take the risk.
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In the last decades of the twentiethcentury,this drive for legal
protectiongained momentum fromanother source as well. Lesbian (and
some gay) couples began to formfamiliesand to have and raise children,
usually biologically related to one partner and often produced through
sperm donation (or surrogacyarrangements).221This trend in itselfindicated the growingdesire of same-sex couples to live togetherin committed familyrelationshipsthat,of necessity,could not functionin complete
privacy.But these families faced daunting legal challenges unknown to
different-sexcouples. The partner who lacked a biological connection
with the child enjoyed no parental rights.222
If the legal parent died or
became incapacitated, her parents or other relativeswere likelyto gain
custody;despite having lived foryears in a parent-child relationship,the
partner became a legal stranger to the child.223Further,if the parents
separated, the nonbiological parent's relationshipwithher children continued only with the consent of her former partner.224
Even biological
parents lacked secure parental rightsas courts in some states were prepared to find lesbians to be unfit parents on the basis of their sexual
orientation.225
The growing interest among gays and lesbians in forming family
relationships,togetherwithincreased awareness of how vulnerable these
relationships were, became a catalystfor collective action, conforming
roughly to the collaborative processes described in Part II. During the
last decades of the twentiethcentury,same-sex couples increasinglyaffiliated through social, political, and religious networks, strengthening
bonds withinthe gay community.226
Commitmentceremonies grewin po221. See MelanieB. Jacobs,MicahHas One Mommyand One Legal Stranger:
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pularity,and religious couples underwent nonlegal marriage ceremonies
before friendsand familyin supportivechurches.227Committed same-sex
couples, together with their children, formed the basis of a normative
community of families that provided social support to one another.228
Particularlywith the abolition of antisodomylaws criminalizingsame-sex
these families also began to live more openly in their
intimacy,229
communities and had more interactionwithstraightneighbors, teachers,
and others,who thus could observe theirconventional character.230
The common goal of securing legal protection for gay and lesbian
family relationships was criticallyimportant at several levels. First, it
served to reinforcecohesiveness within the gay community,with a growing networkof same-sex couples and their legal and political advocates
collaborating on a common set of political and social objectives.231As
with the formation of collaborative business networks,this networkwas
supported by the shared goals and common purposes of its members. A
norm of cooperation and open exchange of informationamong network
members was essential to the effectivepursuit of legal reform.But the
evidence suggests that the reform movement served as well to solidify
norms. Beginning in the 1980s with the effortto perfamily-commitment
suade localities to pass domestic-partnershipordinances offeringlimited
protection to gay couples, the clear strategy of the advocates who
how"[performing
227. See Chauncey,
[same-sex]
supranote19,at91-92(discussing
was a centralmissionof the Metropolitan
Church");
marriages
Community
JamesN.
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emerged to lead the political and legal movement (the norm entrepreneurs) was to define the relationships of same-sex couples as being like
marriage and not like those of different-sexcouples who chose not to
marry:232Advocates described same-sex couples seeking relationship
recognition as being in committed, financiallydependent unions like
their married counterparts. Thus, the state's decision to exclude these
couples from benefits that married couples enjoyed was unfair
This strategy,in effect,both defined the norms for
discrimination.233
same-sexfamilyrelationshipsand encouraged conformityto those norms
as the means to attain the community'slegal goals.234
The movement to gain legal protection of same-sex familyrelationships also contributed importantlyto the transformationof public attitudes about these relationshipsand ultimatelyabout same-sex marriage.
To be sure, changes were not immediate. Although the AIDS epidemic
awakened in the gay communitya realization of the importance of legal
reform, public anxiety about AIDS in the 1980s seemed to intensify
hostility toward gay and lesbian relationships.235But, in our view,
collaboration within the community on political and legal goals and
consensus about the means to achieve them contributed both indirectly
The sucand directlyto public acceptance of same-sex relationships.236
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cess of the marriage-equalitymovement required effectiveengagement
with mainstream society.In part, this happened informallyas more lesbian and gay couples came out, signaling the quality of their relationships to the straight community; in turn, that community became
familiarwithsame-sex couples livingtogether (often with their children)
in conventional family relationships. Research studies clearly indicate
that personal association with gay and lesbian individuals as friends,family members, colleagues, and neighbors is stronglycorrelated with positive attitudes and support for marriage equality.237Gays and lesbians
coming out dispelled fears held by many straights:Two adults raising
their children in a loving and supportivefamilywas hardlya threatening
image. The softeningof public attitudes,in turn, made it easier for lesbian and gay families to live more openly, furtherreinforcingthe trend
towardpublic acceptance.238
The strategiesof legal and political advocates and the behavior of
and
lesbian couples who became the public face of the marriagegay
movement
also were critical to the process of changing public
equality
attitudes. Advocates understood their role as norm entrepreneurs and
chose their clients carefully;239
most petitionershad compelling histories
of long-term,committed relationships.240
In various ways,advocates, petiand
other
tioners,
couples highlighted by the media signaled to the
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larger communitythe marriage-likequality of same-sex relationships.241
The clear message was that if gays and lesbians were actually allowed to
marry,couples that chose this option could be expected to conform to
stabilizing family norms embraced by the larger community. Media
reports confirmed that the desire of gay and lesbian partners to undertake formal commitment through marriage was motivated by the same
sentimentsand goals as those of straightcouples. As Edie Windsor,who
successfullychallenged the constitutionalityof DOMA's exclusion of
same-sex spouses from federal benefits,242 famously remarked,
"[M]arriage is this magicthing.... [It] symbolizescommitmentand love
like nothing else in the world."243Eighty-four-year
old Windsor and the
of
her
with
Thea
story
decades-long relationship
Spyer became world
TIME
named
her
a
as
famous;
magazine
runner-up the 2013 Person of
the Year.244In our view, the success of the marriage-equalitymovement
owes a great deal to the impact on public and lawmakers' opinion of the
stories of petitionerssuch as Windsor.Without these stories,it is unclear
whether the powerful legal arguments made on the petitioners' behalf
would have succeeded.245
This account of the gay and lesbian movement to attain marriage
rights tracks the evolutionary process from isolation to integration
described in Part II. Couples and theiradvocates collaborated in forming
normativecommunitieswith the common aim of gaining social recognition and legal protection of gay and lesbian families,and these networks
reinforced and supported their familyrelationships. Partlythrough the
to the larger
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communitythat they lived in conventional, marriage-likerelationships,
caring for each other and for their children. This process has led to a
dramatic shift in public attitudes; by 2013, a majority of Americans
approved of marriage rightsfor same-sex couples.246In many parts of the
country,the social statusof committed same-sex couples has evolved in a
generation fromthat of isolated outsiders or even outlaws to familieswho
are integratedinto the broader normativecommunity.
3. IncrementalProgressToward Legal Recognition.- Although the
stages of the collaborative process described in Part II are usefullyseparated for analytic purposes, one would expect the networking-socialacceptance stage and the legal-recognitionstage to overlap substantially;
this overlap has certainlycharacterized the marriage-equalitymovement.
As explained above, the realization that same-sex unions were legallyvulnerable directly led to the creation and strengtheningof LGBT networks.247
Moreover, signaling the marriage-likequalities of same-sex family relationships, which contributed to social acceptance, was partly a
legal strategy;the evidence suggests that this signaling furthered legal
claims, reassured lawmakers, and influenced public opinion.248Finally,
the extension of legal protections has had a powerful expressive effect,
legitimatinggay relationshipsand reinforcingpositivepublic attitudes.249
In the past decade, of course, the dynamic synergybetween evolvingpublic attitudesand legal reformhas been extraordinary.250
Incremental progress toward full legal recognition of same-sex couples' familyrelationshipsbegan in the late 1980s and continues today.In
the early period, LGBT legal advocates enjoyed limited successes; a few
courts recognized gay or lesbian couples as de facto familiesfor particu-
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lar purposes,251and cities such as New York and San Francisco allowed
gay and lesbian couples (and sometimes others) to registeras domestic
In
partners,a status that carried symbolic meaning but few benefits.252
the mid and late 1990s, a handful of state legislaturesenacted laws creating registrationsystems that conferred a somewhat broader array of
rightsand benefits.253
Following the Vermont Supreme Court opinion in
Bakerv. Statein 1999,254several statesenacted civil-unionstatutesallowing
same-sex couples to registerfor a statusthat closely mirroredmarriage in
In
its tangible benefitsand obligations but lacked its respected status.255
in
unconstitutional
held
laws
the
Court
2003,
antisodomy
Supreme
Lawrencev. Texas,256removing a major obstacle to safe familyformation
for same-sex couples. Thereafter, beginning in 2003 with the
Massachusettscase of Goodridgev. DepartmentofPublic Health, courts and
legislatureshave extended the rightto marryto same-sex couples.257Tostatesand the Districtof Columbia recognize thisright.258
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This account is familiarand need not be repeated in detail. For the
purposes of this Article, three aspects of the regulatory history are
important.First,as predicted in the model set out in Part II, the process
was iterative, allowing lawmakers to gain information incrementally
about the functioning of same-sex unions to determine whether these
groups provided the stabilityand capacity to fulfillfamilyfunctions. In
this way,lawmakerswere able to meet the challenge of verifyingthat an
aspiring familygroup that had been the targetof hostilityand disparagement deserved legal protection. Courts and legislatures evaluated the
claim by marriage opponents that children raised by gay and lesbian parents faced harms not experienced by children raised by married parents- and that therefore,these couples lacked the qualities to function
Evidence of same-sex couples raising their chiladequately as families.259
dren satisfactorilyaccumulated over time, along with scientificstudies
indicating that the opponents' claim was groundless.260This information
greatlyweakened the argument against extending the right to marryto
gay and lesbian couples since few disputed that, in the absence of
particular harm, children benefited if their parents were able to enjoy
the benefitsof marriage.261
The second key feature of the process by which legal rightswere
extended to gay couples suggests another way in which regulators and
advocates collaborated to produce the informationnecessary to evaluate
thisgroup of aspiring families.From the beginning,even when the rights
sought and conferredwere meager, marriage has provided the template
of best practices against which both advocates and regulators have measured same-sex relationships. As Douglas Nejaime demonstrates in his
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interestingstudyof LGBT-rightsadvocacy in California in the 1980s and
1990s, advocates and couples argued consistentlyin differentlegal settings that same-sex unions were marriage-equivalentand differentfrom
the casual affiliationsof heterosexual couples who chose not to marry.262
Moreover, lawmakers required, as a condition of even limited legal
recognition, that qualifying relationships be marriage-like. Under
California domestic-partnershipordinances and statutes, for example,
domestic partnerswere defined as two individuals, not related by blood
or marriage, who '"share the common necessaries of life"'263and
'"declare that they are each other's principal domestic partner."'264
As
the
an
reflected
effort
to
define
the
Nejaime points out,
language
responsibilitiesand commitment of domestic partners as equivalent to
those of married couples.265
Two importantpurposes were served by defining domestic partnerships as marriage-equivalent.First,domestic-partnershipstatus provided
same-sex couples withanother and clearer means of signaling the quality
of theirrelationships,expediting the process of public acceptance. Registrationas domestic partners may have carried few tangible benefits,but
the act announced to the world that couples were in a committed
interdependent relationship. Second, domestic-partnershipand civilunion registrationhas some similarityto the collaborative "best practices" process described in Part II: The aspiring couples provided information to the state about how they planned to fulfill their family
functions,the parties collectivelyestablished benchmarks that embodied
their expectations for the support and care of familymembers, and lawmakers could use domestic-partnershipregistrationby same-sex couples
to monitor compliance with advocates' claims that many gay couples
lived in marriage-likeunions.266
The thirdaspect of the process of legal reformthat meritsattention
is the extent to which lawmakershave conferredlegal protection of samesex relationshipsthrough registrationand licensing, ratherthan through
judicial recognition of informalunions. Although de facto parents have
had some success in obtaining visitationrightsin custody disputes, only
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rarely in the past decade have courts and legislatures conferred rights
and obligations on same-sex couples living in informalunions. The ALI
Domestic PartnershipPrinciples, under which couples livingin informal
unions are subject to the inter se rights and duties of marriage, have
gained little traction.267Given the momentum toward greater legal
protection of same-sex relationships, this may seem surprising. But as
suggested in Part II, a licensing approach has many advantages. Registration is an efficientand privacy-protective
mechanism for resolving the
faced
lawmakers
daunting verifiability
problems
by
aiming to offerfamily
benefitsonly to those groups thatfulfillfamilyfunctions.By allowing couples to signal that theirrelationship is based on mutual commitmentand
responsibility,registrationassistsregulatorsin distinguishingunions that
warrant legal protection from more casual affiliationswithout costly
probing inquiries.
B.

TheIncomplete
Recognition
ofCohabitation
Relationships

Although LGBT-rightsadvocates have enjoyed considerable success
in attaininglegal recognition of same-sex familyrelationships,informally
cohabiting couples in this countryhave received few legal protections.268
Public hostilityor ignorance about cohabitation cannot explain lawmakers' failure to confer legal protection on cohabitants; surveysindicate
substantial tolerance of informal unions.269Yet many couples live together in marriage-likerelationshipswithfew of the state benefitsassociated with marriage and withoutthe obligations to one another that protect spouses on divorce. The analysis in Part I suggests that a liberal
society should confer legal protection on all groups that fulfillfamily
functionssatisfactorily.
Why then have same-sex couples been so successful in attaining the legal benefits awarded to families while cohabitants
have largelybeen leftunprotected?
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Our analysis of the impediments facing aspiring families and the
means of overcoming these obstacles through collaboration sheds light
on this puzzle. Two interrelatedfeatures of cohabitation have impeded
progress toward legal recognition and left cohabitants with few of the
legal rightsand duties conferred on protected families. First,the categoryof cohabitants includes a broad range of couples withvaryingintentions for their relationships.Some cohabiting relationshipsare based on
enduring commitment and interdependence; for psychological or
ideological reasons, these couples have chosen not to enter legal marriage.270Other couples are experimental and tentativein their commitment; theymay or may not develop into long-termfamilyrelationships.
Still other cohabitants affirmativelyreject commitment and financial
Of
interdependence: Indeed, this is a significantreason not to marry.271
as
well.
But
course, thisvariabilitymightdescribe gay and lesbian unions
the difference, emphasized by LGBT-rights advocates, is the second
feature of cohabitation that has complicated the path to familyrecognition. The decision not to marry when marriage is an option sends a
confusing signal about the nature of cohabitants' relationships and the
norms. This
extent to which they are defined by family-commitment
unions
that
serve faminformal
of
those
the
sorting
uncertaintyimpedes
that
do
not. The
from
more
casual
functions
relationships
ily
adequately
uncertain signal created by the choice not to marry,together with the
variabilityamong cohabiting couples, has hindered networkformation
and normativeintegration;it also poses challenging verifiability
problems
for regulators. In short, the defining features of cohabitation as a category create the uncertainty that has inhibited progress toward legal
recognition.
: Networkingand Integration.1. Cohabitationand Norm Creation
Researchers have found that cohabitants have lower levels of commitment to their relationships than do married couples;272perhaps for this
reason, informalunions typicallyare far less stable than marriages. This
is partly due, of course, to the diversityamong cohabiting couples
described above. For many couples, cohabitation is experimental, a way
foreach cohabitant to evaluate whetherthe relationshipis viable and the
and compatible life partner.Thus, withinthree
other partya trustworthy
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years,many informalunions either end or transitionto marriage.273Like
same-sex couples, some different-sexcouples may deal with the uncertaintyof theirrelationshipsby enteringinto collaborative contractsin the
early experimental phase. But as other scholars have noted, cohabiting
couples infrequentlyexecute formal contracts regarding propertysharing and future support: Plausibly this is because many couples who
collaborate successfully see marriage as a superior option to formal
contracting.274
Unlike the pattern observed among same-sex couples, there is little
evidence that cohabiting couples generally affiliate in normative
communities that support and reinforce their familyrelationships. This
also is likelydue to the variations among cohabitant relationships. Couples who eschew commitmentlikelyhave littlein common with those in
long-term,marriage-likeunions (who indeed may present to the communityas married couples).275Moreover,social class plays a role in cohabitation patterns,with poor and less educated couples being more likelyto
dissolve their relationships and less likely to marrybefore having children than those who are more educated.276This diversitylikelydeters the
development of collaborative networksthat reinforcebehavioral expectations promoting care and interdependence. Stephen Nock has argued
that, in contrast to marriage, cohabitation is "under-institutionalized,"
lacking a strongset of stabilizingsocial norms.277Consistentexpectations
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for cohabitants' behavior or goals would fitpoorly with the broad range
of relationshipsin the category.
Nor do we find evidence that groups of cohabitants or their advocates collaborate to further their common interest in attaining legal
protection. Cohabitants experience most of the legal disadvantages that
same-sex couples have suffered: They are excluded from government
benefits conferred on married couples and other legal protections;
moreover, absent contract, the parties have few obligations to one
another.278
Yet the response to these exclusions has been relativelypassive. To be sure, advocates for poor families, which include many
cohabitants and their children, seek generally to better lives strained by
poverty.But these effortsfocus largely on improving child welfare and
not directly on extending legal recognition to cohabitants.279There
appears to be no evidence of networkformationaimed at extending legal
protection to cohabitation as a familycategory.Perhaps this is because
the vulnerabilityof nonmarital unions can easily be remedied by marriage. Straight couples likely sometimes marry to avoid the frustration
and harms of nonmarital status,even if theirpreference mightbe to continue to cohabitate. Those cohabitants who do not marrymust solve a
difficultcollective-actionproblem if theyare to pursue legal recognition
and protectionof theirnonmaritalfamilies.
The process of normativeintegrationinto the larger communityalso
has not proceeded in a waythatwould position cohabitants to attain legal
protection. The LGBT drive to attain familyrightswas instrumentalin
fosteringnormative integration of same-sex couples into the broader
communityand in shaping public attitudesabout the character of their
family relationships. Cohabitants are not subject to the hostilitythat
same-sex couples endured; thus,in some sense, informalfamiliesalready
enjoy public acceptance. But this does not translateinto public support
for elevating cohabitants to the status of fullyprotected legal families.
This is not surprisingsince cohabitants have not signaled their commitnorms. Instead, the wide range of cohabiting
ment to family-functioning
means
that
the
signals are noisy: Couples in casual or tentarelationships
tive relationships do not signal long-termcommitmentwhile many couples in durable and committed unions often do not announce their
unmarried statusat all.280
Problem.- Even if cohabitants
2. Cohabitationand the Verifiability
formed networks to advocate for legal recognition of their families,
lackoflegal
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in verifyingcohabitation as a familycateregulatorswould face difficulty
The
broad
of
cohabitants
includes many couples who lack
gory.
range
the qualities of well-functioningfamilies but who may seek familystatus
with its benefits and privileges. Coresidency in an intimate union is
unlikelyby itselfto serve as an adequate basis for designating informal
dyads as families, and sorting couples in committed relationships from
less deserving types poses a challenge for regulators. Because informal
unions lack the clear commitment signal provided by registration,281
accurate determination of familystatus requires a costlyfactual inquiry
that threatens privacy282
and is prone to error. Courts have occasionally
been willing to make these determinations,but typicallyit has been in
situations where simpler mechanisms for signaling family status are
unavailable.283As the lukewarm response to the ALI Domestic Partnership Principles demonstrates,state actors resortonly reluctantlyto thisex
post approach to determiningfamilystatus.284
Some cohabiting couples are clearly in family relationships, and
regulators may be able to employ a few straightforward
proxies to minimize verifiabilityproblems. For example, biological parenthood could
serve as a basis for creating familybonds between cohabiting parents.
Currently,unmarried parents living together have no financial or other
duties to one another,although both parents have substantialobligations
to their children. The combination of shared parenthood and cohabitation could function as a verifiableproxy subjecting the couple to family
obligations and entitlingthem to the benefitsthat legal familiesenjoy.285
Cohabitants can also be classified on the basis of the duration of their
unions. Most cohabiting couples separate or marryin a fewyears:A couple who live together for fiveyears or more can be assumed to be in a
marriage-likerelationship, with the attendant rights and duties, unless
theyopt out contractuallyfromfamilyobligations.286
Well-designedproxies such as these would allow regulators to sort cohabitants in family
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relationships from those whose commitment (and social value) is less
compelling.
C.

NovelFamilies: NavigatingNew Territory
Non-dyadic

Both same- and different-sexcohabiting couples are in intimate
dyadic relationships and have been measured against a template based
on marriage. For same-sex relationships,this familiarmodel has simplified and facilitatednormativeintegrationand, ultimately,verificationby
regulators of the qualities of couples aspiring to gain legal protection.
Other aspiring families,however,may lack ready models of familybehavior to provide them with normative guidelines or to assist others in
evaluating their functioning.Polygamous, multigenerational,and voluntarykin groups may all function as viable families, but to some extent
theyare pioneers adapting behavior and structuringfamilyobligations to
suit their unique forms. To be sure, some such families- such as
multigenerational relationships- are familiar, but they have thus far
In genfunctioned informallywithoutthe goal of full legal protection.287
their
the
initial
task
of
these
novel
families
face
eral,
family
structuring
relationshipsthrough experimentation and adaptation without the template thatmarriage provides.
These groups are characterized by one of two features- some by
both- that distinguish them from families modeled on marriage. The
firstis that they often include more than two adult parties.288A group
that includes multiple adults is more complex than a dyad in ways that
generate uncertaintyabout its functioning.Avoiding exploitation,imposand protectingthe interestsof adult
ing obligations fairlyand efficiently,
members who dissent from decisions by the majorityrequire more complex mechanisms than are needed to regulate an equalitarian dyad.289
Second, while polygamous relationships involve sexual intimacy,other
aspiring unions are not based on conjugal bonds among the adults. The
combination of multiple parties and asexual relationshipscreates uncertainties about the stabilityand functioningof these novel families that
are differentfrom,and possiblygreater than, those familiesbased on the
model of marriage. For multigenerationalgroups, of course, this uncertaintymay be offsetby genetic ties and by historical tradition.But other
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non-dyadic groups may face greater challenges in demonstrating their
viabilityas stable families.
1. PolygamousGroups.- In the currentclimate, it may seem fanciful
to discuss the path to legal recognition for polygamous familyaspirants.
In contemporary American society,polygamyis largely associated with
fundamentalist Mormon communities and other notorious cultlike
groups that are generallyviewed with hostilityfor posing a severe risk to
teenage girls who reportedlyare coerced into sexual relationships with
older men.290On this ground, fundamentalistMormons have been subject to child-protectioninterventions,and their leaders have faced criminal prosecution.291These groups are deeply hierarchical, with women
occupying subservientpositions in a male-dominated oligarchy- a family
structurethat is discordant with contemporary norms of gender equality.292
Finally,because outlaw polygamous groups include a small number
of (usually older) men with many wives,young men are often expelled
from their communities.293It is fair to say that polygamous families are
unlikelyto attain public acceptance or legal recognition so long as fundamentalistreligious polygamistsrepresentthe archetypicalmodel.
But attitudes toward polygamyappear to be softeningsomewhat, as
evidenced by the popularityof the televisionseries Big Love and the realChurchofJesusChrist
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ity show Sister Wives, both depicting rather conventional polygamous
families.294
Further,the legal basis for prohibiting polygamous families
be
eroding. In 2013, in a case involvingthe familydepicted in Sister
may
a
Wives
, Utah federal districtcourt held unconstitutionala state criminal
Fundamentalist Mormon men practicing polygamy
ban on polygamy.295
enter
multiple religiousmarriages but have only one legal wife.
typically
On this basis, the court applied Lawrencev. Texasto hold that the prong
of the Utah bigamy statuteprohibitingcohabitation by a legally married
person violated the individuals' right of privacy protected under the
Fourteenth Amendment.296Further,the court found that the Utah law
interfered with the free exercise of religion in targeting a particular
group.297 None of this indicates that polygamy has gained public
acceptance, but it does suggest some change in public attitudes and a
movement toward decriminalization, an essential step in the process
leading to legal recognition.298
Although some polyamorous groups may value the fluidityand libothers (such as the
ertythat parties in unregulated relationshipsenjoy,299
in
Part
described
II)
mightaspire to relahypotheticalpolygamous family
and
commitment
on
based
interdependence.300For those in
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the latter category,familystatus may be a desirable goal, made more
plausible by the success of the LGBT marriage-equalitymovement.301
Aspiring polygamous families confront two challenges, one common to
multipartyadult relationships generally and the other familiarfrom the
LGBT experience. Like other familieswith multiple adults, polygamous
groups aiming for recognition must create governance structuresthat
promote stability,while ensuring a fair distributionof rightsand obligations,withoutthe guidance provided by the dyadic model of marriage. In
addition, like same-sex couples, polygamous groups face the formidable
challenge of moving from outlaw status to integrationinto the broader
normative community. Moreover, aspiring polygamous families must
overcome a challenge not confronted by gays and lesbians- the reputational harm created by the actual practices of fundamentalist
polygamists.302
The firstchallenge for aspiring polygamous families is to create a
collaborative agreement sufficientto overcome high levels of uncertainty
about the viability of this relationship form. Multiparty contracting
requires more complex governance structures than does bilateral
agreement.303In addition to the challenge of specifyingmutual obligations and responsibilities,parties must structuretheir relationships and
performance to avoid exploitation of all members and also address the
Adrienne Davis has sugkey question of how to resolve disagreements.304
gested that this challenge can be met by adapting the default rules
governing partnership relationships.305These rules protect dissenting
members from exploitation by the majorityand permit exit from the
partnership by dissenting minorities under specified conditions.306In
addition, the parties can contractfor a unanimityrule governingall famorFAQ,LovingMore,http://www.lovemore.com/faq
[hereinafter
Questions
LovingMore
LawReview)
Feb.4,2015).
(lastvisited
FAQ](onfilewiththeColumbia
301. See Davis,supranote8, at 1957(describing
howbothsupporters
anddetractors
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rights
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ily decisionmaking. Here, the threat of dissolution of the relationship
should the parties fail to agree on a course of action deters frivolousdisagreements and encourages compromise. Under this regime, parties are
able to learn rather quickly whether their partners are capable of adequate family functioning and whether they have the capacity for
collaborative decisionmaking. Such an environment has been shown to
create bonds of trustin commercial relationshipsbased on similarcollaborative structures.The success of multipartyprofessional partnerships
and other commercial collaborations suggests that there are available
models to solve the contractingproblems facing polygamous groups who
wish to testthe durabilityof theirrelationshipthroughcontract.
But even if individual polygamous relationships can be sustained
throughcollaborative and formalcontracting,these groups face a daunting taskseeking to move fromoutlaw statusto integrationwiththe larger
normativecommunity.Just as same-sex intimacyweiscriminalized in the
era, (at least some) polygamous unions are oftenprohibited
pre-Lawrence
For thisreason, polygamous groups are likelyto be
under criminallaw.307
same-sex
as
with
secretive;
couples, this inhibitsthe formationof normative networksand, ultimately,acceptance by the broader social community.Moreover, a powerful strategydeployed by LGBT-rights advocates
for gaining public acceptance and legal reform, the identification of
same-sex unions with marriage, is likely not available to polygamous
groups. Further,stable commitment may seem to be incompatible with
the simultaneous maintenance of multiple intimate relationships; if so,
polygamous relationshipsmay be perceived as offendingthe strongsocial
norm against adultery.
But polygamistshave been heartened by the LGBT movement, the
success of which may function as a catalystthat emboldens polygamist
groups to live more openly and to pursue legal recognition of theirfamilyrelationships.If these groups functionas stable, caring units in which
adult members relate to one another on the basis of equality and minors
are not exploited, polygamous families plausibly can signal to the larger
norms. As with
communitythat theyare committedto family-functioning
the LGBT marriage-equalitymovement, a key element of this process is
the formationof networksof aspiring familiesand their advocates. Effective legal and social advocacy by norm entrepreneurs on behalf of
contemporary polygamous groups might gradually supplant religious
polygamistsin the public imagination. Indeed, the process of network
formationhas begun, facilitatedby the Internet,with the emergence of
interestgroups whose goals are to promote interaction among polygamists,disseminate informationto correct negative impressions,and ultiforLawEnforceA Guidebook
307. See,e.g.,The Family
SupportCtr.,The Primer:
Mormon
to
Fundamentalist
Assistance
Who
Offer
mentand HumanServices
Agencies
Families53-59 (2011),availableat http://www.familysupportcenter.org/Primer.pdf
(on
lawsthatcanbe usedagainst
LawReview)
filewiththeColumbia
polygamists
(cataloguing
.
invarious
states)
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mately acquire plural-marriagerights. The website of one such group
announces that "[f]reely-consenting, adult, non-abusive, marriagecommittedpolygamyis the next civilrightsbattle."308
Polygamistsface particularlydaunting challenges in attaining state
certification.Because the form is not modeled on the familiar marital
dyad and because of the sordid and familiarrecent historyof polygamy,
the state will require extraordinaryassurances that these new familiesare
differentfrom fundamentalistcults. Because of these unique obstacles,
transparencyand cooperation withregulatorswill likelybe essential. The
model developed in Part II predicts that an iterativeprocess of collaboration to develop and enforce best practices offersthe most plausible path
for polygamiststo attain familystatus. To be sure, the goal of attaining
marriage rightsfor polygamistsmay currentlyseem unlikely,but Buhman
and other recent developments hint that the legal prohibition of and
moral distastefor multipartyintimateunions is beginning to erode. If so,
polygamous groups may well be in the early stages of the evolutionary
process thatleads to legal recognition.309
2. NonconjugalAspiringFamilies.- Aspiring nonconjugal families
include groups that are trulycontemporary and those that are quite
familiar;both confrontunique challenges in attaininglegal recognition.
Some aspiring families,such as voluntarykin groups, have only recently
attracted public interest and attention.310Others, such as multigenerational families,have deep roots in American societyand have been recognized by the Supreme Court as having constitutionallyprotected family
status for some purposes.311Nonconjugal groups have some advantages
as aspiring families. They avoid the destabilizing risk of infidelityand,
because their nonsexual bonds do not incite moral disapproval, theyare
unlikely to stir public opprobrium. In this regard, the process toward
legal recognition may be smoother than that of same-sex couples or polygamous groups. But paradoxically, the absence of conjugal ties may
generate skepticism about the durability and stability of some
nonconjugal affiliations.Because the legal familyhas long been modeled
308. Pro-Polygamy.com,
Law
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on marriage, nonconjugal groups may need to overcome an implicit
assumption that a sexual bond reinforcesfamilycommitment between
unrelated adults. Moreover, like polygamous groups, multimembernonconjugal familyaspirants need to create governance structuresthat promote commitment and avoid exploitation. Finally, some nonconjugal
relationships (particularlyvoluntarykin) fill importantfamilyfunctions,
but the parties themselves do not expect the group to satisfythe full
range of dependency needs.312In short,the evolutionaryprocess whereby
these groups mightacquire legal protection remains unclear.
. - These obstacles may be least likelyto
a. Multigenerational
Groups
impede legal recognition of multigenerationalfamilies. Extended families have the benefitof both deep historicalroots and genetic bonds, ties
that are assumed to form a solid basis of familycommitment. Indeed,
until the twentiethcentury,when the two-parentnuclear familybecame
the norm, multigenerationalfamilieswere verycommon. The Supreme
of a zoning ordinance
Court, in an opinion rejectingthe constitutionality
that prohibited a grandson from living in his grandmother's home,
famouslynoted that extended families have played an importantrole in
American societyfor centuries.313But despite the fact that multigenerational families are recognized for some limited legal purposes,314and
generally are regarded favorablyin the public imagination,315for the
most part these familiesfunctioninformallyand do not receive the legal
protectionof maritalfamilies.
In part, this may be due to the complexityof extended familiesand
uncertaintyabout which genetic family members are, or should be,
recognized as a legal family.A familywith multiple adults of different
generations may include some who are eager to assume durable family
obligations in an extended familyunit and others whose affiliationsare
more attenuated,and who may preferto formsmaller unitswithnonfamilypartners.Some members may reside with the group for a period and
of
limited
functions
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312. See infranotes323-324and accompanying
kingroups).
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torespect
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then depart. If legal recognition is justified for multigenerationalgroups
withstable long-termcommitmentsto provide mutual care, the state will
require a sorting mechanism- beyond genetic ties- to separate those
members that fulfillfamily-functioning
needs fromthose that lack either
the willingnessor the capability (or both) to fulfillthe familialrole.
Probably the strongestcandidate for full familystatus is the linear
familygroup composed of grandparent(s), parent(s), and child(ren). It
is clear that this familiartype of extended familycan function satisfactorilyto fulfillfamilyfunctions.Further,the genetic bond among the members, together with well-definedfamilyroles, reinforcesalready existing
norms of commitment and caring. The primary challenge for these
extended families may be the creation of networkswith other similar
families to pursue their goals of increasing public support and attaining
officialfamilystatus.316More complex multigenerational groups pose a
greater challenge because they are less familiar to the public and less
norms than are linear family
likely to be bound by family-commitment
for
this
reason, regulatorsmay find it more difficultto vergroups. Partly
the
ify
family functioning of these unconventional multigenerational
groups.
b. VoluntaryKin Groups. - Voluntary kin groups have recently
received media attention,317
but generallytheyare relativelyunfamiliarto
the public and to regulators. In part, their emergence can be explained
as a product of deficits in the functioning of more traditional family
formswith the increase in divorce and decline of extended families in
recent decades. Thus, some groups of voluntarykin function as substitutes for marriage or other familyrelationships.Lacking genetic or legal
ties, members assume certain familyroles and insist that their relationThese groups can take many forms:
ships are not simplyfriendships.318
Variations include two or more divorced or widowed adults, sometimes
with their minor children; a parent who has lost an adult child and a
younger adult who has assumed that role;319and adult friends who
decide to live together,share resources, and care for one another in a
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nonconjugal group.320The latter affiliationmay include retired seniors
who decide to live togetherformutual companionship and support.321
In one sense, the path to legal recognition mightbe less difficultfor
these aspiring families than for gay couples or polygamous groups
because voluntarykin are less likelyto face public enmity.Moreover, in
contrastto some relationshipsbased on sexual intimacy,these nonconjugal groups are formed specifically (and solely) for the purpose of fulBut voluntarykin groups have many varying
fillingfamilyfunctions.322
about
their family roles. While some live as
and
expectations
goals
committed interdependent families, researchers report that in many
relationships the voluntarykin do not purport (or aspire) to satisfythe
Sometimes the relationshipis viewed as a
fullrange of familyfunctions.323
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other
primaryfamilyrelationships. For example, lesbian
supplement
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have
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course,
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nature more effectively
One issue raised by the possibilityof assigning familystatusto volunkin
and other multi-adultfamilygroups is whether the size of these
tary
is
self-limiting.As suggested above, increasing the number of
groups
adults adds complexityand costs to familyrelationships,along with the
risk of exploitation, shirking,and other potential harms.325These risks
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may tend to increase as members are added, with the result that only
multipartygroups withrelativelyfewmembers are likelyto functioneffectivelyin fulfillingfamilyfunctions. Limitations on the size of aspiring
familiesthat are able to qualifyforlegal recognition forestallthe possibilitythat communes or cult groups might registeras a voluntarykinship
family.
A final important question that we note but do not fullyaddress is
raised by the heterogeneity of voluntary kin groups (and some
multigenerationalfamilies), withmany fulfillinga limited range of family
functions.Here the question is whether these limited purpose relationships are likelyto acquire legal recognition through the evolutionaryprocess described above. To be sure, many individuals in voluntarykin relationships, like some cohabitants, prefer to maintain informal ties. But
others may desire legal enforcement of the particular rightsand obligations that they have assumed and seek protection of those family
bonds.326Suggestive evidence of groups attaining limited familyrights
supports the plausibilityof this outcome through some variation of the
process we describe. For example, grandparentshave lobbied successfully
(with the assistance of the AARP, a powerfulinterestgroup) to enact statutes thatgive them standing to seek visitationwiththeirgrandchildren.327
Moreover, at least one state has enacted a statute that allows couples to
customize their family relationships by executing "designated beneficiary"agreements in which each partychooses to extend particularrights
and protections to the other from a menu of options.328It may be that
the path to legal protection of more limited familyrelationships raises
feweror differentchallenges than those faced by groups who aim to gain
social and legal recognition as fullyfunctioning families. But, in any
event,that analysisis beyond the scope of thisArticle.
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Conclusion
The past decade has witnesseda dramatic change in public attitudes
and legal status for same-sex couples who wish to marry.These events
demonstrate that the legal conception of the familyis no longer limited
to traditionalmarriage. At the same time, the lack of substantial movement towardgrantinglegal benefitsto unmarried cohabitants is evidence
that the state remains committed to a welfaristcriterion for granting
legal status, one that embodies a commitment to family-functioning
norms; as a category,cohabitants are too diverse to satisfythis criterion.
Viewed together,both of these developments suggest that other groups
aspiring to legal recognition as familiesmust overcome substantialuncertaintiesif theyare to achieve their ultimate objectives. At the core, overcoming these uncertainties requires establishing trust at every level
among the individual members of the aspiring familygroup, among the
individual group and other similar aspirants,and among the networkof
aspiring families,the larger social community,and the state. Collaborative processes have been shown in other settings to offera means for
creating trustendogenously and thus appear to offera way forwardin
the evolution of other novel families.Moreover, collaboration was a crucial element in the successful movement to achieve marriage rightsfor
LGBT couples, and the absence of meaningfulcollaboration is one factor
in explaining the stasis that characterizes the status of unmarried cohabitants. This, then, is the evidence supporting the prediction that the
future progress of other aspiring familygroups toward legal status will
depend in large part on how well theyare able to engage the collaborativemechanisms thatsmooth the path fromcontractto status.
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